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1 
LITTAGALE 

The Wedding 

 

(Most fairy tales don’t start with a wedding, but here we are, once upon a time…) 

Princess Littagale, a lovely nineteen-year-old, sat at a wedding reception table in 

Marshwood Castle’s grand banquet hall.  Her gaze was fixed on two spoons balanced 

on a diamond-studded salt shaker, and she held her tongue between her teeth in 



concentration.  Suddenly, the spoons wobbled because of thumping from the nearby 

dance floor, but Littagale caught the utensils before they clattered onto her porcelain 

plate. 

My angle was a bit off, she thought.  I wonder if it would work if– 

“Attention, please!” boomed a deep voice. 

Littagale looked up from her spoon experiment and saw King Wesick, her father, 

standing beside the wedding band.  He wore his finest blue dress cloths, and a cape 

was clasped by a gold chain around his neck.  His red-brown beard was trimmed for 

the occasion, and his crown shone from polishing.  He held up his hands for 

attention, smiling at the crowd. 

She adored her father.  He was the bravest man in all the land, or so they said.  He 

was a kind, strong, and wise king.  And Littagale felt he was an even better father than 

he was a king. 

The lutists, flutist, and drummer near King Wesick stopped their play obediently, 

and the dancing lords and ladies also paused to look at the king. 

Across the table from Littagale, elderly Aunt Maeve’s shrill voice deafly continued 

over the hush.  “Prince Nolan doesn’t eat onions either!  What is this family coming 

to?” 

Cousin Opal quickly whispered in Aunt Maeve’s ear.  Opal wore her usual 

armloads of jewelry, and a bracelet stuck on her plump arm as she shielded her 

whisper. 

“Oh.”  Aunt Maeve finally caught on and turned in her seat to face the king. 

Littagale winked at Opal, who mouthed, ‘Oh, my stars!’ and tried to stifle a laugh.  

Then Littagale smoothed out her blue dress and sat up like a proper princess to listen 

to her father. 

“Thank you all for coming,” King Wesick began, “I’m so happy that Mattea and I 

could host this wedding.  I won’t be a windbag uncle, but I’m very proud of Jossop 

and know he’ll be an excellent lord of Beaver Hive.” 

“Hear, hear!” cheered Jossop’s friends from their table. 

The king smiled and gestured to Jossop’s new wife at the head table.  “And Lady 

Scarlett, you are a beautiful bride and a wonderful addition to the family.” 

“Hear, hear!” cheered Scarlett’s friends, not to be outdone. 



King Wesick lifted his sparkling glass.  “Let us toast to their happy new life 

together!” 

Everyone lifted their glass high, and Littagale was especially careful not to spill 

hers. 

If I stain this dress, Mom will feed me to the trolls, she thought with a smile. 

She drank the red punch without incident.   Then everyone clapped for the 

newlyweds.  A few whistled.  The rowdier bunch clacked utensils against their glasses, 

and so Cousin Jossop leaned in for a quick kiss with his new bride. 

Where is Nolan? thought Littagale as she scanned the room for her stepbrother.  

He promised me a dance.  He’s probably stuffing his face since Mom hired a caterer – 

we all lucked out there. 

Queen Mattea, Littagale’s loving stepmother, had many skills.  Cooking was not 

one of them.  In fact, as children when Littagale and Nolan heard the news about two 

kids lured by a witch into a house of baked goods, they’d thought the risk worth the 

reward. 

Ah, there he is! thought Littagale as she spotted Nolan. 

Sure enough, her beloved stepbrother was at the buffet table.  Nolan was a 

strapping young man, blonde-haired, blue-eyed, tall, and handsome.  If you looked up 

‘prince’ in the library scrolls, his picture would be there (literally, because he’d drawn 

pictures of himself in the scrolls as a kid).  Nolan stood regally beside a few lords, but 

when no one was looking he quickly swiped a chunk of cheese from a platter on the 

table behind him. 

Littagale suppressed a laugh and turned back to the dance floor. 

“And now,” said the court jester as he bounced near the band, “it’s time for more 

merriment!  Would Lady Scarlett and all the single ladies please come to the dance 

floor?” 

Oh, no, thought Littagale.  If I hear that song one more time… 

She slumped down in her seat and clutched the tablecloth.  For a moment she 

considered hiding under the table.   But, no.  When she’d hidden under the table for 

her fifth birthday party it hadn’t gone over well, and now it certainly wouldn’t either. 

Lady Scarlett, in her beautiful white wedding dress, carried her bouquet to the 

dance floor.  A healthy pack of giggling, eager young women followed her. 



One of the hopeful was Princess Beauty, from the neighboring kingdom of Oiho.  

She and Littagale had gone to charm school together but had never particularly gotten 

along.  Beauty was as pompous as she was pretty, which rather spoiled her looks.  She 

constantly brought up the fact that her godmother was a fairy, and she never let other 

girls forget her good fortunate.  (Fairy godmothers aren't actually all that common, 

despite what you may’ve heard).  Most princesses’ godparents were aunts or uncles, 

and almost none had magical abilities.  Littagale’s godmother had been her mother’s 

best friend, an elf who lived in Elsriliel Forest. 

Littagale looked down at the sparkling ring on her finger.  Her godmother had 

given her the ring when Littagale’s mother died at sea.  She’d been too little to wear it 

at the time, but she’d treasured the ring as a keepsake all her life.  She’d finally grown 

into it a few years ago.  The ring wasn’t magical exactly, but it was made of elven 

silver and the shiny stone changed color with Littagale’s mood. 

I’d rather have this ring, thought Littagale, than a fairy’s spell to dress me up for 

parties. 

Tonight, Beauty’s dress-me-up spell gifted her with curls in her golden hair and a 

bright pink dress that shimmered with magic.  As she walked by, she called, “Come 

on, Opal! You’re going to die alone unless you catch some luck!” 

Opal chuckled good-naturedly.  In her upbeat, nasally voice, she said, “You don't 

have to do this anymore if you're over thirty.” 

Beauty, her enthusiasm for insults not to be put off, next faced Littagale.  “Then 

you come, Littagale!  He said ‘all the single ladies,’ and that certainly includes you!” 

"I'm not a lady.”  Littagale popped a cracker in her mouth and chewed loudly to 

make her point. 

Beauty scoffed and – not wanting to be left behind – hurried to catch up with the 

other girls.  Littagale watched as the dense crowd of girls jockeyed for position on the 

dance floor while Lady Scarlett warmed up her throw. 

Just then, Queen Mattea arrived at the table.  She was stunningly lovely, with hair 

as blond as her son’s and eyes as blue.  Mattea pulled up the long, blue train of her 

dress before sitting beside her stepdaughter. 

“Darling, you really should participate.” 

Littagale made a face.  “But it’s such an archaic tradition.” 

“It’s the tenth century, dear.  Everything’s archaic.” 



"But I...don't want to.”  Littagale cursed herself for not being wittier on the spot. 

Queen Mattea rolled her eyes like the awesome mom that she was.  "No one wants 

to-" 

“I caught it!  I caught it!”  Beauty held the bouquet and ran like a pink streak away 

from the dance floor. 

Mattea sighed and pinched between her eyebrows.  “...Well, no one except 

Beauty." 

Littagale chuckled, safe for the moment. 

The band started up with a new, spirited song, and lords and ladies dashed back to 

the dance floor. 

Taking a sip of her wine, Mattea smiled at Littagale.  She rose from her seat, kissed 

the top of Littagale’s head, and whispered, “Have fun,” before walking to join her 

husband. 

Littagale held her right hand up and saw that her ring’s stone was glowing bright 

pink, meaning she was happy and having fun.  She smiled. 

It’s a nice wedding, she thought as she took in the scene. 

Cousin Jossop and Lady Scarlett looked happy and in love.  Everyone around the 

grand hall was celebrating, momentarily free from the work of being lords and ladies.  

Nolan was freely scarfing down a plateful of food and laughing with his friends.  The 

king and queen were now unabashedly leading a conga line. 

Laughing, Littagale rested her elbows on the table and watched her parents. 

That’s love, she thought.  Theirs is a true fairy tale love story. 

Littagale had heard the story a hundred times – everyone in the kingdom had.  

(Have you heard it?  No?!  Well, after Mattea’s first husband died, she returned with 

baby Nolan to her father’s mansion.  Every day thereafter, she tended her father’s 

sheep in the nearby meadow.  Still quite young at the time, she’d often sung and 

danced around the meadow as befitting a carefree damsel.  Then, one day, the dragon 

of Marshwood, Tor the Intolerant, swooped down from the sky and snatched her up 

in his claws.  Her cries alerted the townspeople, who stared into the sky helplessly as 

the dragon flew with his kidnapped lady to his lair high in Mount Shadow.  Mattea’s 

father did the only proper thing in these circumstances and offered her hand in 

marriage to any man who could rescue her.  Many men knew of Mattea’s beauty and 



attacked the dragon, only to be defeated.  Wesick – prince of Marshwood back then –

finally stepped up, challenged the evil Tor, and defeated the beast.  Freeing Mattea, he 

led her down the mountain and rode with her to her father’s mansion.  They’d been 

together ever since.) 

They’re a perfect match, thought Littagale.  I want that someday… But not now!  

Okay, it’s pretty obvious my time for marriage is looming, but first I want to get away 

from palace life for a while.  I want an adventure – why do princes get all the fun?  All 

we princesses ever get to do is shop, sing, sew, and look pretty.  I know I’m 

Marshwood’s heir and I’ll have to be queen someday with a king to rule beside me, 

but… Not yet. 

Right at that moment, as if challenging her thoughts, Prince Deke Archwild came 

to stand beside her chair.  He wore fine black clothes, and his blond hair was slicked 

back even more than usual.  His teeth were a blinding white that was a little off-

putting, and he’d doused himself in his usual gallon of cologne. 

Littagale tried to be polite and not choke on the air around him. 

Goodness, she thought.  Why did father invite the Archwild’s? 

Centuries ago, the neighboring kingdoms of Archwild and Marshwood fought a 

great war.  The kingdoms were on peaceful terms now, and any tensions were released 

during tournament games.  Deke was, in fact, a three-time tournament champion.  

Littagale knew perfectly well that he didn’t really like her, but he sure liked that she 

inherited the kingdom of Marshwood. 

“Princess Littagale,” said Deke with an expectant tone, “Would you do me the 

honor of a dance?”  He reached out a hand. 

“No, thank you.” 

His face twitched in confusion.  “What?” 

“I said, no thank you.” 

“You can’t just… I’m…”  Deke’s face started turning red with anger. 

Suddenly, Nolan burst in.  “Sister, you owe me a dance!”  He pulled Littagale from 

her seat and yanked her to the dance floor. 

She tried not to burst out laughing at Nolan’s proud-of-himself grin.  Without 

even thinking, she went into the goofy dance they’d created as kids.  “Nolan, thank 

you, but I can handle Deke myself!” 



“Oh, I know!”  He wiggled his fingers by his face before twirling around in the 

dance.  “But it’s my duty as your protective big brother to make sure you don’t punch 

Deke in the nose and cause a scene!” 

Littagale laughed and clapped hands with him before sliding to one side. 

She looked back and saw Beauty laughing at something Deke said to her.  Littagale 

had a feeling she was the butt of the joke, but no matter. 

Those two deserve each other, she thought, but they’re not going to ruin my night.  

Besides, I’m under strict orders from the Queen of Marshwood to have fun, and I’m 

nothing if not an obedient daughter. 

Laughing, she continued to dance with her brother. 

  



2 

NOLAN 

The Animal Kingdom 

 

“Yah!”   

Nolan kicked his horse’s sides and rode like a pro down the forest trail.  His friend 

Casper rode right behind him, and their horses’ thundering hooves shook the forest 



floor.  Green blurs of trees shot by as they galloped, and the sun poking through 

made Nolan squint as he followed the hounds down the trail.   

They shot out of the forest into an open field, the hounds leading with barks and 

bays as they chased the fleeing rabbit through tall grasses.  Finally, the rabbit must’ve 

found a hiding place, and the dogs gathered in a circle, barking and cutting off any 

route of escape.   

Nolan pulled up his horse, hopped off, adjusted his blue jerkin, and entered the 

dogs’ circle with a proud head held high.  “We got ‘im, Casper!”   

Casper pulled up his horse but stayed mounted.  He reached up to wipe sweat 

from his dark-skinned brow.  He was equally as fit as Nolan – his purple jerkin 

showing off his tall, lean frame – but he wasn’t as used to long rides. 

Casper laughed.  “Well, don’t just stand there posing like Deke Archwild – get our 

lunch!” 

Deke, thought Nolan with a sour turn in his mood.  I’m not like that goon. 

The barking dogs seemed focused on a wooden stump in their circle’s center, so 

Nolan knelt to have a look under the stump.  

Sure enough, here lay a panting white rabbit.  Its ears were tiredly flopped down 

either side of its face, and its little nose worked frightfully to take in the smell of the 

dogs.  The rabbit’s black, tear-filled eyes looked up at Nolan, and it stuck out one tiny, 

white paw to touch his hand.  

In a voice only loud enough for Nolan to hear, the rabbit said, “Please, sir.  Don’t 

eat me.”  

Nolan’s bottom lip quivered, and his hunting bravado disappeared.  He scooped 

up the rabbit, cuddling the creature in his arms.  

Casper smacked his forehead.  “Nolan, to say you have a soft spot for animals is 

putting it mildly.” 

Nolan continued to cuddle the rabbit and yelled to the barking dogs, “Quiet!  You 

all did an excellent job, but we’re done here.  Time to go home.” 

“Nolan, we have to eat!” 

Nolan marched back to the horses with the rabbit.  He held up the living ball of 

white fluff to his friend.  “But look how cute!  Look at those eyes, Casper!  Isn’t he 

just the cutest?”  He nuzzled the rabbit nose-to-nose and made baby talk.   



Casper shook his head with a laugh.  “So no rabbit stew for lunch?” 

“Eat this little guy?  No way.”  

“Ah.  So another pet, then.  May I suggest you name him Lucky?” 

“That’s perfect!”  Nolan smiled and looked at the rabbit.  “Lucky, you’re coming 

home to live in the palace!” 

“Hooray!” 

Hearing this, Casper looked sharply at the rabbit, then Nolan.  “What?  Did you 

just say that?  Or…”  His eyes widened at the rabbit. 

Nolan grinned to himself and turned to tuck Lucky into his saddle bag.  Lucky 

gave him a toothy smile and winked.   

Shaking his head in confusion, Casper held the reins and turned his horse.  

“Marshwood is the weirdest kingdom.”  

“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” said Nolan with a grin.  He mounted his 

horse and rode beside his friend.  

“Yeah, yeah,” said Casper.  He pointed at Lucky, who was riding in Nolan’s 

sidecar-like saddlebag.  “Your animals here are different.  That’s why you never want 

to eat some kinds, isn’t it?  I know I’m just a lowly prince from across the sea, but 

can’t you tell me if Marshwood’s animals talk?  Or are you going to let me think I’m 

going mad?” 

Nolan chuckled and patted his horse’s neck.   

(Here’s the secret:  Nolan was little when he realized some of the animals in 

Marshwood could talk.  It wasn’t all the animals.  Some were simply dumb beasts put 

on this earth to serve the food chain.  He was fine eating those animals, and the talking 

animals agreed it was a necessary and respected part of life.  But eat a talking animal?  

The thought made his stomach turn.  And since the talking animals trusted so few 

humans with their secret, they’d sworn Nolan to secrecy.)  

Nolan teased his friend.  “Why can’t you just enjoy these adventures we have 

together?”  He swept a hand to indicate the scenery around them.  “We’ve climbed 

the mountains bordering Archwild.  Fought mer-monsters of the southern isles.  We 

ride across this beautiful land in search of new wonders every time you visit, don’t 

we?”   



“Aye, and don’t forget about the quicksand we got stuck in last month.  Or that 

witch in the forest who cursed us with boils for a fortnight.  Or-” 

“Okay, yeah, there’ve been some rough ones.  But we’re eternally princes, you and 

I!  Your brother inherited your kingdom, and my sister’ll someday be stuck with 

Marshwood.  We’re the ones free to have fun.  Let’s enjoy all the adventures we can 

get!” 

Casper sighed and looked downhill, where Marshwood Castle and its village stood 

on the shore of a shimmering blue sea.  “I certainly don’t want any part of the politics 

back home.  Why do you think I visit so often?”   

Nolan smiled.  “Well, we’re happy to have you in our weird little kingdom, Prince 

Defendall.”   

Casper made a curious face at him.  “Are you ever bitter Littagale will inherit 

Marshwood and not you?  I mean, I know you’re only the king’s stepson, but Littagale 

is still…well, a girl.  And you are older.” 

“Nah,” laughed Nolan.  “Littagale’s better suited for it.  Since we were kids, she’s 

always been the more responsible one, even if she was a toddler.” 

“I remember,” said Casper with a smile.  “But isn’t that the reason Beauty isn’t 

interested in you – because you’re not inheriting the kingdom?” 

Now Nolan frowned, having nearly forgotten this.  “Nah.  If Beauty is really that 

shallow – and Littagale’s always said so – then she’s not the girl for me.”   

It’s kind of a relief, he thought.  I tried to impress Beauty for so long… Boy, that 

was dumb!  At least now I’m really over her.  Nothing like a good day of hunting to 

clear a guy’s head.   

He laughed and spurred his horse to a run down the hill.  “Last one back to the 

castle has to eat whatever Mom’s made for lunch!” 

Nolan’s horse took off like a shot, and he rode like the expert he was.  The sound 

of thundering hooves filled his ears.  The smell of the sea reached his nose.  The wind 

blew the hair off his face.   

This is the life! thought Nolan.   

He heard Casper galloping right behind him.  Queen Mattea’s lack of ability in the 

kitchen was widely known, and Nolan suspected he was in for a good race.   

  



3 

LITTAGALE 

The Proposal 

 

One happy day tended to blend into the next happy day in Marshwood, but 

working in Maxwell the carpenter’s shop was Littagale’s favorite way to break up the 

monotony.  Their current project was building a hut for the village market.  Littagale 



worked at a bench in the open yard, and she once again bit her tongue between her 

teeth in concentration.  The length of wood she was measuring would be an 

important crossbeam.  She blew off sawdust from a recent cut and held the measuring 

stick to double-check her work.  It lined up with the mark she’d made for their next 

cut, and the angle was perfect. 

Finished with her task, Littagale looked around the yard and saw the other builders 

happily at work in the sunshine.   

“Excellent job, princess!” called Maxwell as he came to inspect her work.  The tall, 

burly, bearded man ran a hand along the beam to where her mark was.  He smiled at 

her.  “Couldn’t have done it better myself.”   

“Thank you, sir.”  Littagale wiped her hands on her work apron.   

Maxwell hefted the beam onto a nearby cart, and Littagale looked past him and 

saw one of her father’s young pages approaching.   

The page bowed.  “Princess Littagale, your parents request that you join them 

immediately.” 

That sounds ominous, thought Littagale with a frown. 

She took off her apron, smoothed down her casual blue dress, and walked with the 

page back through the village toward the castle.  Townspeople along the way waved to 

her in happy greeting, and she called out hello’s to everyone she knew (which was 

everyone, for Marshwood is a small and friendly kingdom).  She patted peasant 

children’s heads and scratched the ears of dogs as she walked by.  Passing a few 

shops, her mouth drooled from the smells of fresh bread and cheese.   

When they reached the entrance of the white stone castle, Littagale hurried to 

follow the page inside.  The grand, polished halls were mostly empty with everyone at 

chores, and Littagale thought it funny how her footsteps echoed off the stone floor.  

The page finally led her to a grand oak door, and here he left her with a bow.  

Littagale paused to take a breath, then pushed open the creaking door.   

Inside, she saw the formal royal meeting room.  Large windows along one wall 

held stained glass pictures of valiant ancestors.  There was King Ebert, depicted as 

fighting off black knights of Archwild.  King Ramsey’s blue coat caught the sun 

beautifully.  King Henry and Queen Alice held hands and gazed at each other with 

loving smiles forever locked on their portraits.  King Edward was surrounded by red 

and yellow swirls of fire as Tor the Intolerant attacked from Mount Shadow.   



Down the middle of the room stretched a long table.  On the far end of the table, 

the king and queen stood by their seats.  Dozens of opened scrolls lay on the table in 

front of them.  Her father fidgeted with one of the scrolls, but he and Mattea quietly 

watched Littagale approach and didn’t say a word. 

When she reached them, Littagale curtseyed.  She felt very nervous, and she 

looked down to see her ring was glowing yellow. 

She tried to stay chipper.  “Waz up?”   

Her father sighed.  “There’s no putting it off any longer, Littagale.  You’re starting 

to get marriage proposals.” 

Her eyes widened.  “I am?  From who?”  She looked at the scrolls. 

“Every prince for a thousand miles,” Wesick said with a snort.  He looked back at 

her kindly.  “I’m sorry.  You’re nineteen, and I can’t reject these offers anymore.” 

“But I’m only nineteen.”  She clung to the chair in front of her.  Her hands started 

to sweat, and she felt herself panicking.   

“We know, darling,” said Mattea kindly.  “But for over a year they’ve asked after 

our plans for you.  We can’t keep your suitors away any longer.” 

Littagale looked at her father.  “But you and my mom were twenty-six when you 

got married!  Why do I have to get married now?”   

Wesick chuckled in memory.  “Your grandfather called your mother a spinster 

when she turned twenty-two.  Believe me, waiting so long to get married is not the 

norm.”   

Mattea faced Littagale with great sympathy.  “It’s not fair to be forced into 

marriage so young, I know.  Believe me, I know – my father married me off when I 

was only eighteen to Nolan’s father.  I can’t say what your future holds, but…”  She 

smiled at Wesick.  “But these things have a way of working out, in the end.” 

The king squeezed his wife’s hand.   

Littagale slapped a hand to her face and asked her stepmother, “So you’re hoping I 

get kidnapped by a dragon like you did?  Sure, you lucked out and Dad saved you, but 

being a dragon’s captive doesn’t sound like a great alternative to getting married off.” 

Mattea gave Littagale a strange little smile. 



Putting her face in her hands, Littagale tried to calm down.  “I’m sorry,” she finally 

said when she lowered her hands.  “I mean, I know I should be better prepared for 

this.  It’s all just so messed up that I’m going to be queen of an entire kingdom but I 

can’t decide for myself if or when I get married.”   

Her father sighed.  “Unfortunately, Littagale, this is how the world works.  I took a 

lot of heat from my fellow nobles when I named you my heir, not Nolan.  You were 

my firstborn, my blood heir, and I believed the throne was your right.  But that has 

caused…unusual complications.” 

Littagale understood.  It hadn’t been easy in school, as she was really the only girl 

being trained for leadership.  Most of her teachers hadn’t known what to do with her. 

“The kings of other kingdoms,” Wesick went on, “simply won’t let me get around 

some other customs – wedding you off is one such custom.  I’m sorry, but part of your 

unavoidable responsibility to your future kingdom is to get married soon.  Whether 

we like it or not.” 

“But I had so many plans.  Now…”  Littagale looked down and saw that her ring 

was glowing bright red with anxiety.  She tried not to cry.  “Once I get married, it’s 

going to be all court business all the time, isn’t it?  I’ll have responsibilities as queen-

in-waiting.  I’ll have…wife jobs.”   

Mattea sighed and gazed at the stained glass window of the dragon behind 

Littagale. 

Her father looked down at the many scrolls on the table and said, “I’m sorry, but 

we’ve delayed all we can.  I have to send replies to these princes.  Is there any way in 

particular that you’d like to go about this?  Do you want formal meetings with your 

suitors?  A tournament of valor to win your hand?” 

“Ugh.”  Littagale hoped he was joking.  “So I’d be like an actual trophy wife?”  

Neither of her parents looked happy about this, but they didn’t disagree.  

It’s not their fault, thought Littagale.  They love me.  They’ve always done what is 

best for me.  This… This is just the way of things.  I have to find a way to deal with it. 

She tried to think.  “If you’ll excuse me, I’m going to go cry for a while.  I need 

some pout time.”  This had been something adorable she’d said as a toddler that 

they’d never let her forget.  

Mattea nodded.  “Of course, dear.  I’ll come see you later once we’ve made some 

arrangements.”  



Littagale curtseyed to excuse herself and then hurried out of the royal meeting 

room.  

 

Later that night, Littagale lay on her big fluffy bed and stared up at the stars 

through her skylight.  She had locked herself away in the very tallest tower of the 

castle, which was supposed to be a nightmare-causing situation for princesses.  

However, Littagale had always thought it was an excellent way to get some personal 

time.  

This time, however, someone knocked on her door.  

Rolling out of bed, Littagale untwisted her nightgown and tiptoed over the cool 

stone floor.  She reached her door and pulled back the bolt. 

The door creaked open to reveal Mattea, dressed in a nightgown.  She held a 

lantern.  “Hey.  How are you doing?” 

Littagale held up her ring, which was back to yellow with nervousness, and 

returned to her bed.  The door creaked again as Mattea shut it, and she joined 

Littagale to sit on the bed.   

“Your father has decided to take the tournament route to find you a winning 

suitor.” 

“Ugh.”  Littagale flopped over to put her head in a pillow.  “Aryouingme?” 

“What?” 

Littagale lifted her face out of the pillow.  “Are you kidding me?  That’s like the 

worst possible option.  Now I’ll be stuck with whatever macho idiot can throw the 

javelin the farthest.  Is that really how you and Dad want to find someone to rule the 

kingdom by my side?”   

“Well, we thought-” 

“This is just awful,” she whimpered.  “I know it’s not you guys’ fault, but… I 

wanted to get married someday when I found the right person.  I wanted to fall in 

love first!” 

Mattea paused in thought.  “When my father married me off to my first husband, I 

grew to love him.  It was…not the same as how I love your father, but I did love him.  

He gave me Nolan.  And when he died, I was grateful I had Nolan to remember him 

by.” 



Littagale looked at her stepmother with respect.  “I don’t know if I could be as 

brave about it as you were – and you were even younger than me!  Maybe it was 

stupid of me, but I always imagined falling in love and then getting married.  Like my 

parents.  Or like you and Dad.”  She made a face.  “I mean, I know there were 

extraordinary circumstances involved with you and Dad, but you did love each other 

first.” 

Mattea chuckled.  “When your father rescued me from the dragon, I thought he 

was the most wonderful man I’d ever seen.  A lot of other men had tried to rescue 

me, but your father…”  She smiled.  “I could tell he was different.  He asked about 

my safety first.  He didn’t charge in and boast about being able to defeat Tor and win 

me.  He held up that massive sword of his to challenge Tor, and the first words he 

said were, ‘Is the lady safe?’  That meant a lot to me.  There are many reasons I’ve 

fallen in love with your father over the years, but that was the first.” 

Littagale sighed and looked up through her skylight for inspiration before facing 

Mattea again.  “I want to do my duty and be the queen you’ve taught me to be.  I just 

wish there was more time before all this has to happen.  I wanted to have an 

adventure, get away, be my own person for a while!  Now…”  She tossed a pillow 

against her headboard helplessly.   

Mattea’s lovely blue eyes traced over Littagale’s face for a long moment.  

“Littagale… Do you trust that your father and I know what’s best for you?” 

“I do.  I just didn’t know you’d think this was best.” 

“We don’t.  Of course we don’t.  But there are customs that’ve been around 

hundreds of years and will be around for hundreds more.”  Mattea took a breath.  

“Which means we have to be very clever about getting around them.” 

Littagale had a flicker of hope.  “What do you mean?” 

“I mean, my daughter, that there are parts of my story you don’t know.  There are 

parts your father and I kept secret.  Some parts are outright lies.  For example, I did 

not twirl around singing and dancing in a meadow with my father’s sheep.  You’ve 

heard me sing – do you really think I’d torture sheep like that?”   

Littagale chuckled but was confused.  “Well, then, what…” 

With a spunky flash in her eye, Mattea rose from the bed and smoothed out her 

nightgown.  “We can’t hold off marriage forever, but I have a way to give you more 



time.  If you trust me.  And this, dear girl, will take a lot of trust.”  She reached out a 

hand toward Littagale on the bed.  “Do you trust me?” 

Littagale, liking the mysterious smile on her mother’s face, rose from the bed and 

reached for Mattea’s outstretched hand.   

  



4 

NOLAN 

The Kidnapping 

 

Nolan sat in his Marshwood-blue tournament tent, glaring at the door cover as it 

flapped around in the breeze.  He usually enjoyed when princes and knights came to 

town for games of valor, but this time he had to sit things out. 



This is so stupid, he thought.  Littagale shouldn’t have to marry one of these 

buffoons.  They just want to be king!  They don’t care about her! 

Nolan pushed out of his chair and walked to the exit.  Throwing the door cover 

open, he stepped out into the morning air.   

The tournament camp was a permanent fixture outside the walls of Marshwood.  

Colorful tents dotted the camp, and each tent lodged a prince and his entourage.  The 

whinnies of horses rang from all around, and squires and servants scampered about 

on errands for their lords.  In the middle of the tournament camp lay the spectator 

stands and arenas of combat.  Dozens of princes stood in groups talking in the arenas 

or else practicing with their swords, bows, and javelins.   

A passing street vendor shouted, “Popcorn!  Get your popcorn here!  One whole 

bucket for only a shilling!” 

“Place your bets on your favorite prince!” shouted another man.  He held a large 

scroll and a bag of coins.  

Nolan blew out his lips. 

There’s not a single prince I want to bet on, he thought.  

He watched as townspeople made their way to the spectator stands.  The seats by 

the jousting arena were already nearly full.  Several spectators held up colorfully 

painted signs, and Nolan saw one declaring, ‘Prince Deke is my #1 Draft Pick for 

Fantasy Jousting!’  

“Ugh.”  Nolan turned and walked to find Casper.  

He found his friend buying a cookie from a little boy with a basket of baked goods 

strapped to his little frame.  Casper wore his usual hunting clothes – dark boots, dark 

pants, and his leather, Defendall-purple jerkin.  He and Nolan were the only two 

princes not dressed in their finest armor today.  

Casper took a bite of the cookie.  “Hmm.  Not bad.”  Then he spotted Nolan and 

gave a friendly nod.  “Have you seen your sister yet?” 

“No.  Dad said she’s in the meadow clearing her head before the tournament 

starts.” 

Casper made a face as two princes in armor walked by.  “Anything I can do?” 

“Not unless you want to marry my sister and spare us this mess.” 



Casper nearly choked on his cookie.  “What?  I… But… Why is I involved?”  He 

was blushing.  “I mean, your sister is… But she’s your sister, and I…” 

Nolan raised an eyebrow.  “Relax, I was just kidding.” 

Casper swallowed and tried to recover.  “Oh.  Yeah, I knew that.”   

Nolan kicked at the dirt.  “Something like this was bound to happen eventually.  I 

just can’t believe Mom and Dad are okay with this!” 

Back in the arena, the tournament announcer’s voice shouted, “And in this corner, 

Prince Deke of Archwild!” 

The roar of the crowd followed. 

Nolan sighed and pointed a thumb back to the jousting arena.  “Come on.  We 

might as well watch the games.”  

He and Casper walked across camp to stand against the spectator’s fence.  They 

arrived just in time to see Deke Archwild ride his tall, black stallion to one end of the 

jousting runway.  His black armor caught the morning sun, and Nolan guessed Deke 

was already hot inside.  His horse kicked at the dirt in anticipation.  On the other end 

of the runway, Prince Como of Mineria sat awkwardly on his horse.  He was a robust 

young man who barely fit in his cherry red armor.  His horse had a nervous twitch 

and kept glancing at Deke’s stallion.   

Casper leaned over to Nolan.  “Deke’s going to knock this guy off his horse on the 

first try.” 

Nolan smirked.  “Not necessarily.  I had a chat with Rainbow Sprinkles.” 

“Who’s Rainbow Sprinkles?” 

Deke’s stallion turned his head to where Nolan stood on the sidelines.  While 

keeping up its show of pawing the dirt and snorting for the spectators, the horse 

winked at Nolan.   

“You… You…”  Casper looked from Nolan to the horse.  “That’s Rainbow 

Sprinkles?  I thought Deke’s horse’s name was MonsterStriker?”   

“He prefers Rainbow Sprinkles.”   

Casper let his head fall against the fence.  “I can’t believe this.”  Then he lifted his 

head sharply and looked at Nolan.  “Wait, is this why you’re so good at jousting?” 



Nolan was offended.  “I would never cheat!  Well, except for right now, but this 

doesn’t count.  Just watch!”  

“Ready!” shouted the announcer.  He raised a large flag and swung it sharply 

down.  “Charge!” 

The horses took off toward each other, neighing and pounding the dirt.  The 

spectators were on their feet, cheering on their champions.  

The next instant, Deke’s stallion veered off course and pulled up to a sudden stop, 

nearly sitting on its haunches.  Deke’s metal-armored bulk was too heavy to fight 

gravity, and he flew off and over Rainbow Sprinkles’ head, crashing to the dirt with a 

loud rattle.   

The crowd gasped in surprise, and those who’d been cheering Prince Como 

started laughing hysterically. 

Casper turned to Nolan, who couldn’t help a huge grin on his face. 

Suddenly, a high-pitched scream drowned out the commotion of the tournament.  

Everyone stopped what they were doing and turned to face the same direction – the 

direction of the meadow beyond the camp. 

Casper’s wide brown eyes looked at Nolan.  “Was that-” 

“Littagale!”  

Nolan took off running.  Casper ran right beside him, and together they ran across 

the camp, past the tents, and into the open meadow on the far side of the camp.  

Some Marshwood townspeople, along with a few princes and knights, had beaten 

them here.  Everyone was looking around the open field, searching for their princess.   

“Littagale!” called Nolan in a panic. 

Then, a giant shadow swept over the meadow.  Everyone froze.  Nolan and 

Casper looked up, and Nolan felt his blood drain to his toes.  

The giant tail of a dragon dipped into view first as the great beast flew overhead.  

Then its wings swept down in a thrust that blew the grass in crazy swirls and swept 

the hair back from Nolan’s face.  Then the dragon’s wings rose to soar higher, and 

they saw the dragon’s body.  Its size was terrifying.  Its scales were dark blackish green 

and reflected sunlight like metal armor.  Its head was the size of an entire tent, 

covered in leathery skin and scales.  Pointed ears like that of a horse lay flat against its 



skull.  Horns swept back off its head.  Almond-shaped, lime-green eyes glared at the 

people below.   

“It’s Tor!” cried a townswoman.  “Tor the Intolerant has returned!” 

Then Nolan saw what the beast carried in its giant claws.  “Littagale!” he shouted.  

His sister was clinging desperately to the dragon’s taloned paw in an attempt not to 

fall.  Her blue dress fluttered in the wind as the dragon soared over the meadow.  

“Ahhh!” she screamed.  “Save me!”  

“Littagale!” Nolan shouted again.  

Not thinking, he took off across the meadow and chased after the dragon.  The 

downward drafts from its wings nearly knocked him flat to the dirt, but he stumbled 

and kept running.  It was no use.  Soon the beast flew out of the meadow and over 

the trees of the forest beyond, out of sight.   

Casper had run with him, and he came to stand with Nolan and stare up at the sky 

where the dragon had disappeared.  “Is…”  He panted for air.  “Is that really Tor?” 

Nolan could only nod.  He was trying to be brave, but he felt a wave of panic and 

nearly started crying. 

“The same dragon that took your mother?” 

Nolan again nodded.   

“I thought King Wesick defeated Tor?” 

“He did,” Nolan finally got out.  “He didn’t kill the dragon, though.  He just 

wounded the beast enough that it had to slink farther into its lair.  That’s how he 

rescued my mom.” 

“His lair…in Mount Shadow?” asked Casper. 

“Yeah.” 

“So that’s where he’ll take Littagale, right?” Casper stepped around Nolan to put 

his hands on Nolan’s shoulders and make Nolan look at him.  “Right?  That’s where 

the dragon will take her.  We know where to get her back.” 

Nolan took a breath. 

Casper’s right, he thought.  Dragons take princesses to their lairs.  They like 

trophies.  Princesses are like trophies to them.  Littagale will be in Mount Shadow. 



(Now, reader, before you get too concerned for Littagale, think about this:  When 

Wesick and Mattea talked to Littagale about unavoidable marriage, Mattea paused in 

thought and gazed at the stained glass window of Tor the Intolerant.  Also, Mattea 

specifically said she was not just singing in a meadow when the dragon took her, and 

Littagale was specifically in a meadow when Tor took her.  And again, Wesick was the 

only suitor who “defeated” Tor when Mattea chose to marry him.   Get it yet?  Well, 

keep reading.  Everything’s fine.) 

“Attention!  Attention, everyone!” called a Marshwood knight.  “King Wesick has 

arrived and is going to make an announcement in light of…”  He looked up in the 

direction the dragon had gone. 

Everyone understood and hurried back to the tournament camp.  Nolan wanted 

very much to talk to his parents, but the crowds were by now too dense between him 

and the tournament arena’s royal dais.  Stuck, Nolan stood with Casper and watched 

with everyone else as King Wesick stood tall on the VIP platform and raised his 

hands for everyone’s attention.   

“My people, my friends, my neighbors,” Wesick began.  He had to take a moment 

to collect himself. 

Nolan, seeing his father’s emotion, nearly started crying again.   

No, he thought.  Dad has a plan.  Dad must have a plan! 

“It is with a heavy heart that I tell you… Tor the Intolerant is back,” said the king.  

“My daughter has just now been taken by the dragon to his lair in Mount Shadow.” 

The townspeople who’d only just arrived gasped in horror.   

“I fear for my daughter,” Wesick went on, “but I take comfort that fate saw fit to 

bring us all together at this time.”  He turned to where many of the princes were 

gathered.  “I beg you fine men to come to our aid.  As I saved my wife from this foul 

beast years ago, so I ask you now to save my daughter.” 

The princes looked at each other and seemed to realize what they’d landed in.   

Wesick glanced behind him where Mattea stood with tears in her eyes.  “As is 

custom, whichever of you princes rescues my daughter will be given her hand in 

marriage.  You will have earned my eternal gratitude, and I’d be happy to call you son-

in-law.  If you save my daughter, you will earn the right to rule Marshwood by her 

side when she inherits my kingdom.” 

That’s his plan? thought Nolan angrily.   



Now everyone began whispering, most notably the princes.  This added bonus had 

apparently bolstered their willingness to stick around. 

Prince Como raised his hand for the king’s attention.  “Can we get this deal in 

writing, sire?” 

“Boo!” Several townspeople threw things at Como, who ducked and quickly 

withdrew to his tent.   

The king and queen moved off the royal dais and were escorted by their knights 

back toward the castle.  

Nolan was furious, and he hissed to Casper, “Let’s go.” 

They pushed their way through the crowds and headed for the castle.  

Casper was right by his side.  “Where we going?” 

“My room.  I need my armor and sword.  I’m not going to sit around and let some 

idiots mess up the rescue of my sister.”   

“But isn’t that their job?” asked Casper.  “I mean, some of these guys might’ve 

fought dragons before.  There might even be a handbook or training manual these 

guys have studied.  You know, ‘Rescuing Princesses for Dummies’ or something like 

that.” 

Nolan stopped and glared at his friend. 

Casper gulped.  “Sorry.  I’m nervous.  I ramble when I’m nervous.”   

“Yeah, I know.”  Nolan took a breath.  “Casper, these guys could get Littagale 

killed.  They don’t care about my sister.  They just want her future kingdom – I said 

that when this whole tournament thing started, and now…”  He choked down his 

worry for his sister.  “Maybe the danger of fighting Tor will scare off some of them, 

but…”   

“The super-greedy ones will stay.  And they’re the worst.  Yeah, I see your point.” 

Nolan stomped onward.  “I get why Dad can’t rescue her – he’s forty-five and way 

too old to survive another fight with a dragon!  But I’m the prince, aren’t I?  Why do 

the princes always get out of rescuing their sisters?  I mean, that is just basic family 

loyalty!” 

They reached Marshwood’s wall’s gate, and the guard nodded at Nolan to let them 

pass.   



Nolan paused and looked at his friend.  “It’s asking a lot of you to join me, Casper.  

If you want to sit this adventure out, I’ll understand.” 

Casper didn’t hesitate.  “You need someone to watch your back.  Besides, it’s 

Littagale.  Of course I’ll help.” 

 

An hour later, they stood in Nolan’s room, looking at his armoire full of armor.  

They’d hashed out a plan for climbing up Mount Shadow, sneaking into the dragon’s 

lair, and rescuing Littagale.  The plan seemed solid, but they were debating who 

should wear the enchanted goblin armor that Nolan had won after defeating a troll 

who overcharged for bridge crossing. 

And stalling, thought Nolan as he scratched Lucky’s long white ears.  We’re 

stalling because neither of us has a clue what we’re doing.  Trolls I can fight.  

Dragons… 

Suddenly, a knock on the door caused them to jump.  Nolan set Lucky on the bed 

and made a face at Casper, who quickly closed the armoire.  Then Nolan stepped to 

his door, threw back the bolt, and opened the door, trying not to look guilty of 

anything.   

His mother, dressed still in the royal blue dress she’d planned to wear for the 

tournament, entered his room like she owned the place. 

Well, I guess she does own the place, thought Nolan.  But I’m not too happy with 

her or Dad right now.   

“Hi, Mom.”  He tried to play cool and not look at Casper by the armoire.  “What 

are you doing here?” 

Mattea walked to Nolan’s bed, sat, and pet Lucky’s head.  “I’m here because 

Mirror kindly reported to me that you're hatching a plan.” 

Nolan made a face of confusion.  “Mirror?” 

“Mirror, on the wall.”  She pointed to the large, golden mirror on his bedroom 

wall.  "He reports to me whenever you're up to something.  Usually I don't get here in 

time to head you off.”   

Mouth agape, Nolan spun to confront his mirror, “Traitor!”  Considering it only 

showed his reflection at the moment, he knew this looked pretty stupid. 



Casper stepped over to examine the mirror without touching it.  Then he made a 

face and looked back at Nolan.  “Does anything in this kingdom not talk?” 

Mattea sighed and held Lucky in her lap.  “Boys, you cannot go charging up 

Mount Shadow to rescue Littagale.” 

“Mom,” Nolan said tensely, “I am a grown man.  You can’t tell me what to do.  

Not now.  Not after you and Dad asked a bunch of greedy jerks to rescue Littagale.  I-

” 

Mattea raised a hand.  “It’s not what you think, Nolan.” 

“No?  Then what it is?” 

Mattea glanced at Casper.   

He caught the hint.  “I can leave, my lady, if there’s something-” 

“No, he can stay,” Nolan insisted.  He crossed his arms at his mother.  “Casper’s 

like a brother to me, and since my sister is…”  He felt tears coming again and pinched 

between his eyes. 

When he looked back at his mother, she set Lucky aside and blew out a breath to 

prepare whatever she was about to say.  “Okay, Nolan.  If you insist, I’ll tell you the 

whole story.  Whether you choose to go after your sister once I’ve told you the truth 

is up to you.  But you do deserve to know what your father and I and Littagale have 

done.” 

Nolan blinked.  “And Littagale?” 

His mother smiled.  “We all thought it would be best if Tor rescued your sister.” 

“Rescued?” Nolan asked skeptically.  

“Uhhhhhhhh…”  Casper raised an eyebrow.  “This is weird, even for 

Marshwood.” 

Mattea nodded in acknowledgment.  “Okay.  You hear all the time that dragons 

kidnap princesses, right?” 

The princes nodded. 

“Well, Tor is a very smart dragon.  Most dragons horde gold or treasure or 

whatever, but what good is gold to a dragon, really?  It’s not like he’s going to go 

shopping in town.” 



Nolan acknowledged this with a shrug. 

“So, while all Tor’s dragon friends were risking their lives by stealing gold and 

princesses, Tor found another, more crafty way to meet his needs.  He’d seen that a 

lot of these princes fighting his friends didn’t really care about the princesses, and he 

wondered if maybe the princesses weren’t so crazy about the princes.  So, he took a 

chance one day and kidnapped a betrothed princess for himself.  Before she could 

faint from fear, he told her he’d heard she was betrothed to an arrogant, unkind 

prince, and he offered to keep her safe in his lair until a worthy prince came to rescue 

her.  In exchange, he asked that she clean his scales every day after his hunts.  That 

simple.  After a while, a wonderfully kind prince came to rescue her.  They all agreed 

to keep the secret, and the princess left with the prince.  Tor’s been kidnap-rescuing 

princesses ever since, making different deals with each of them.” 

Nolan’s mouth hung open.  

Casper looked equally amazed but recovered first.  “So that’s what happened to 

you, my lady?” 

Mattea smiled at Casper.  “The princess before me, as she was leaving with her 

prince, told Tor about my misfortune.  She knew of my…”  The queen blushed and 

rolled her eyes.  “She knew of my beauty at the time and knew that all kinds of 

princes would try to marry me.  She knew of my father’s greed and feared who I 

might end up with.  So, she asked Tor to kidnap me so I could choose my own next 

husband.” 

Nolan frowned.  “So you left me, as a baby, and-” 

“No,” Mattea insisted.  

She patted the bed beside her for Nolan to sit, which he did reluctantly.  Lucky 

climbed up into his lap.  

Mattea looked at him lovingly.  “I didn’t leave you, Nolan.  That princess was a 

great friend and brought you to me every night.  She hid our secret by returning you 

to my father’s castle only during the day.  I had you with me as often as I could.” 

“In a dragon’s lair?!” 

“It’s actually quite cozy.  Over the years, princesses have really left their mark on 

the place.” 

“Oh, geez…”  Nolan wiped his face with his hand.  “So this super-comfortable 

dragon’s lair is where Littagale is now?” 



His mother nodded.  “If you don’t believe me, Nolan, you can go see for yourself.  

You must swear, however, that you’ll never reveal this secret to anyone.”  She 

included Casper in her motherly, royal, I-must-be-obeyed stare.  “Both of you must 

promise me.” 

Casper shrugged.  “Who’d believe us anyway?”  

  



5 

LITTAGALE 

The Adventure Begins 

 

That dripping, wherever it was coming from, was going to drive her batty.  Or else 

the bats hanging from the ceiling were going to drive her batty. 



Littagale giggled at the joke there, but she continued her walk back into Tor’s lair.  

It had all the ingredients of your standard mountain cave – rock, cold, dirt, wet, 

darkness.  At least, the first part of the lair was like that.  Once you got past the first 

few twists and turns, it opened into a wide cavern large enough to accommodate the 

dragon.  A hollow opening in the peak of the mountain must have been a volcano 

eons ago, but now Tor used it as his exit and entry point into his cavernous lair.  Only 

humans could fit through the crevasse opening on the side of the mountain, and few 

were brave enough to trespass. 

She’d used the crevasse entrance to gather firewood from the mountain forest 

outside.  Dampness chilled the large cavern, but Tor assured her a good fire in her 

cave rooms would (and I quote him here) “cheer up the place.” 

She had to smile as she walked back into the cavern and saw the dragon waiting 

for her return.  She liked him already.  Make no mistake, she’d been terrified when she 

met him in the meadow.  She was afraid of him even now – it was a healthy level of 

respect to have for such a creature. 

But I like him, she thought.  And since Mom trusts him, I will too. 

Tor forced a smile, exposing his pointed fangs.  “Oh, good, you’re back.”  His 

sarcastic tone rumbled around the cavern. 

Littagale gulped but tried not to offend her host.  She’d gotten the impression he 

wasn’t thrilled about the arrangement, but apparently Mattea had talked him into it. 

“Where should I put this?” she asked with her arms full of firewood. 

Tor lifted a taloned paw to point over at an adjoining cave’s opening on the far 

side of the cavern.  “That leads to what I call the Princess Cave.  If you put the wood 

in that cave opening, I can start a fire from here.  That’s seemed to work for my other 

guests.” 

Other guests, thought Littagale with a chuckle.  I can’t believe other princesses 

have kept this a secret for centuries!  This is so wonderful!  I can finally have my own 

adventure!  If a prince tries to rescue me and I don’t like him, Tor can run him off – 

my stars, that’s better than any solution I could’ve dreamed!  

However, she also knew the other part of the deal she’d made with her mother – if 

a suitor turned up whom Littagale thought she could marry, she’d agree to be rescued 

and end her kidnapped adventure. 

But I don’t have to think about that yet, she told herself. 



Littagale skipped with her wood over to the cave opening on the far side of Tor.  

She could feel the heat radiating off his dark-green-scaled body, but she didn’t exactly 

want to spend the night curled up next to a surly dragon. 

“There is fine,” said Tor.  

Littagale deposited her armload on the dirty ground of the smaller cave and 

brushed her hands together.  She looked at him. 

Tor raised a scaly eyebrow.  “You might want to stand back.” 

“Oh, yes.”  Littagale hurried out of the cave and jogged back a ways into the main 

cavern. 

Tor twisted his gigantic bulk, the scales of his belly dragging against the stone 

floor.  Finally he faced the cave opening.  He opened his mouth only a fraction, 

inhaled, and pursed his lips.  Like a heating furnace, the neck skin under his scales 

glowed red, and a moment later he puffed out a streak of fire.  Littagale guessed it was 

only a tenth of his full strength, but it was quite enough to light her small pile of 

wood.  

The dragon turned back to look at her.  “Will there be anything else you require 

this evening?  I’m going to take a nap before my hunt tonight.” 

“Hunt?”  Littagale asked excitedly, thinking of her ride to the lair.  “May I join 

you?  I’d love to go flying again.”  

The dragon sighed.  “Oh, I suppose.  Now let me rest.”  

Littagale smiled politely.  “Okay.  Thank you.” 

He harrumphed and turned away to curl up like a cat.  The giant fins on his tail 

twitched as the tail brushed the ground in front of her.  Soon his massive body was 

settled, and his chest rose and fell with breath as he slept.  

Not much of a talker, she thought. 

Littagale walked back to the cave with the fire and stretched her hands to the 

warm light.  It blazed like a healthy campfire, and already the stone around it was 

drying.  Littagale hadn’t yet explored the Princess Cave, but she saw in the firelight 

that other caves connected on either side of this entrance. 

I wonder what’s in here, she thought. 



Entering the left cave first, Littagale was immediately surprised to find a fully 

stocked bedroom.  The furniture consisted of a golden bed with fluffy blankets, a 

nightstand, and a stunning dresser set.  Rich carpets covered the floor.  The walls were 

still made of stone, but the cave room otherwise looked like a palace bedroom.  The 

fire from the adjoining room was already warming the room, and Littagale looked up 

and saw carved vents in the ceiling.  A hole in the ceiling ran all the way to the 

mountaintop high above, letting in a shaft of moonlight. 

She walked across the bedroom to a tapestry.  This she pulled back to find a 

smaller room with bright white tile molded into the floor and walls.  It was a 

bathroom, complete with washing basin and a toilet carved like a seat against one wall.  

Another tapestry hung from the far wall, so Littagale crossed the bathroom and 

pulled aside this tapestry.  This revealed a multi-shelved closet. 

“Oh!”  she said happily. 

When Mattea had journeyed here to talk to Tor about their plan, she must’ve 

brought some of Littagale’s things in anticipation that Tor would agree to take her in.  

Several shelves held Littagale’s favorite casual, Marshwood-blue dresses.  Also stacked 

were warm pajamas, socks, and a good month’s worth of underclothes.  A few pairs 

of boots stood on the floor. 

This will make things more comfortable, she thought. 

Turning, Littagale walked back to explore the Princess Cave rooms on the other 

side of the fire.  The first room was larger than the others, and obviously a kitchen.  

Another skylight shown moonlight down onto a marble counter with a carved water 

basin, a grill top, and a place for a fire underneath.  The wall behind this counter held 

hanging shelves, and the shelves were decorated with brightly colored plates, bowls, 

cups, and racks of utensils.  Along the opposite wall stood a lovely oak table with 

chairs along its length.  

Too bad Mom didn’t learn to cook while she was here, thought Littagale with a 

smirk. 

An arched opening led into a room on the far side of the kitchen.  Crossing this 

threshold, Littagale gasped in amazement.  

It’s a spa! she thought.  

A wider room than any of the others, this one was tiled, floor to ceiling, in 

beautiful white stone.  To one side of the entrance, Littagale saw storage shelves with 



rows and rows of towels.  All around the room were at least a dozen lounge chairs to 

choose from.  The main attraction of the room lay in the very center, where a large 

pool was carved into the floor.  The water was steaming hot, apparently from a 

geothermal pool beneath.  A large skylight was crafted into the ceiling, and moonlight 

shone into the bubbling water, revealed seats carved into the shimmering rock sides.  

Walking to the pool, Littagale dipped her toe into the warm water.  She laughed 

quietly.  “Not a bad way to rough it.  Thanks, Mom.” 
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DEKE 

The Evil Plan  

 

Prince Deke Archwild sat in his tournament tent with his feet up on the table.  His 

squires had brought him food from the village, and he’d ravenously gulped down 



sausages, pancakes, eggs, and a jug of milk.  He burped loudly, but since no one was 

in his tent he didn’t bother to excuse himself. 

Silly little princess, he thought in annoyance.  I could’ve won this tournament in a 

day, and then she would’ve been mine!  Now I’ll have to fight a dragon to be king!  

Outside, trumpets signaled that another prince had arrived to camp.  They’d been 

pouring in ever since King Wesick’s royal decree – there hadn’t been an opportunity 

to win this much glory in decades.  Every prince within a thousand miles would be 

here soon, all determined to fight the dragon, save the princess, and inherit the 

kingdom of Marshwood.  

Deke thrived on competition, but this was a bit too much.  

Suddenly, his black tent flap was thrown open.  In strode his muscular, black-

mustached father.  He wore his usual black cape and silver pants.  With a toss of his 

cape, King Archwild took one look around his son’s messy tent and made a face.  

Deke jumped to his feet and stood at attention.  “Hello, sire.  I wasn’t expecting 

you.” 

“I see that,” barked his father.  “Boy, what are you doing sitting here sulking?  

Most of the other princes are out in the arenas preparing for their attacks!  You want 

one of them to save Littagale first?” 

“No, father.  But…”   

Deke had always felt he was smarter than his father, and this current predicament 

certainly was a time for strategy.  Unfortunately, charging into action had always been 

the extent of King Archwild’s ability to strategize.  

Fortunately, the king’s advisor entered the tent behind him.  Ingeborg the Black 

was more a witch than a proper court advisor.  She didn’t look like a witch, which was 

the best part and probably why King Archwild was dumb enough to keep her around.  

Tall and fair-skinned with jet-black hair, her wrinkle-free face held ruby-red lips and 

green eyes.  She was absolutely beautiful (too beautiful for her age, if you believed the 

rumor that she was over three hundred years old, but that’s not polite conversation).  

She wore a sleek, black, shiny dress that plunged at the neckline, and her long sleeves 

stopped just shy of long, black fingernails.  She held her usual wand at her side.  

Deke caught himself staring, and he quickly bowed.  “My lady.” 



“Ha!” she cackled.  (Oh, yes.  I forgot to mention that her voice was exactly what 

you’d expect from a witch.  It was unsettling, given her deceptive appearance, and was 

a flaw in her beautifying spell.) 

“So what are you waiting for?” the king barked.  

“Sire,” said Ingeborg.  She stepped around him to stand between father and heir.  

“Why should your son be the first to charge up the mountain?  Let the others try first.  

The dragon right now is at full strength.  Let the other princes fight Tor, tire him, and 

after a time the dragon will be too drained to put up a good fight.  Deke will then 

easily be victorious.” 

Deke hid a grin at the witch.  This had been exactly his plan.  

The king twitched his mustache, apparently straining to think.  “What if one of the 

other princes defeats the dragon first?  Have you thought of that?” 

The witch, as ever, managed to smile calmly at the king’s stupidity.  

We’re both waiting for him to die so we can take his power, thought Deke as he 

eyed the witch with respect.  Glad we have an understanding about that.  If I can win 

Marshwood too, I’ll inherit two kingdoms! 

Ingeborg faced Deke.  “How well do you know Mount Shadow?” 

Seeing her point, Deke crossed his arms to contain his excitement.  “Well enough.  

I hiked over the mountains all the time as a boy.  We always avoided the top of 

Mount Shadow because of the dragon, but I know the general lay of the land.”  He 

smiled.  “And I know the path all the princes will take to and from the entrance to 

Tor’s lair.” 

Ingeborg smiled.  “We think alike, clever prince.”  She looked at the confused ruler 

of Archwild to explain.  “Sire, should another prince defeat the dragon and save the 

princess, all Deke has to do is ambush them on their way back down the mountain.  

He can kill the prince and take Littagale for himself.” 

Deke grinned. 

The king frowned and looked between them.  “But won’t the princess report to 

her father what Deke’s done?  I know Wesick.  He won’t give his daughter away if he 

thinks foul play was involved.  And Littagale is a little brat who would tell on Deke.” 

Ingeborg shrugged.  “He said, she said.”  The witch rested a delicate hand on 

Deke’s shoulder.  “Marshwood hasn’t had a champion as great as Deke in a long time, 



so the people here are already changing loyalties to your son.  Once Deke brings the 

princess back to Marshwood, the people will love him all the more.  They will support 

their future king.  Even Wesick can’t refuse him with popular opinion in Deke’s 

favor.” 

Deke’s chest puffed with pride.  

“Yes, I see.  This could work.”  Now King Archwild was onboard, and he slapped 

a hand on his son’s other shoulder.  “But you can’t sit in your tent waiting, boy.  You 

should get out there and practice with the other princes.  Let the townspeople see 

your strength – remind them why they love you so much.” 

Deke grinned at this.  He had no problem putting on a show for crowds of 

adoring fans.  

“And besides,” his father added, “if you do have to fight the dragon, it’d be good 

to practice.  You might be able to pick up some tips from the other princes.  We 

haven’t had a dragon in Archwild for a couple hundred years, so our family’s a bit out 

of practice fighting dragons.” 

Deke nodded, seeing his father’s perhaps accidental wisdom in this. 

And I can study the other princes’ fighting techniques to know how to beat them, 

he thought.  I’ll get my combat one way or another.  No prince alive could’ve beaten 

me in the tournament, and none will beat me now! 

He grinned at Ingeborg, who winked back at him. 
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NOLAN 

The Noble Request 

 

The morning sun shone on Nolan and Casper as they paused to catch their breath 

from their hike up Mount Shadow.  Both wore hunting jerkins and carried swords.  

Nolan’s mother had talked them out of taking the enchanted armor, assuring them 



they wouldn’t need it.  As they stood outside the crevasse entrance to the dragon’s 

lair, they weren’t so sure. 

“You ready?” asked Nolan. 

“To meet your mom’s presumably friendly dragon who’s being blamed for 

kidnapping your sister?” Casper asked.  “No.” 

“Me neither.”  Nolan stood tall, drew his sword, sucked in a breath, and stepped 

into the crevasse.  

Together, they crept through the narrow space into the dark mountain.  Nolan felt 

the chill of stone all around.   He heard the squeak of bats above but didn’t allow 

himself to take his eyes from his path.  A wider cavern lay ahead, and judging by the 

heat coming from the room… 

“We’re close,” he whispered back to Casper.  His hands were sweating around his 

sword hilt, but he took another breath and led the way into the cavern.  

Immediately, a rumbling growl nearly shook the swords from their hands.  Nolan 

steadied himself and gaped at the sheer size of the dragon.  Seeing Tor as he flew 

overhead was not the same as seeing him close up and in his own lair.  The monster 

rose up on his taloned hind legs, spread his wings, and stretched his neck to glare 

down at them.  

“Who dares enter the lair of Tor the Intolerant?” the dragon shouted.  Spittle flew 

from his mouth and steamed where it hit the stone ground. 

Nolan and Casper tried not to cower against the wall.  

“The dragon talks,” Casper muttered.  “Of course the dragon talks.  We’re in 

Marshwood and this guy’s at the top of the food chain.  Why wouldn’t he talk?” 

“Who are you fools?!”  

“I…”  Nolan cleared his throat and hoped his voice didn’t quake.  He thought the 

most important bit of information to lead with was, “I’m the son of Mattea 

Marshwood, whom I believe is your friend.  I’m Littagale’s brother, and I’ve come to 

see for myself that she’s safe.” 

Casper whispered to him urgently, “And we come in peace!”  

“And we come in peace!” Nolan added.  He looked back and saw that Casper had 

sheathed his sword, which he realized was a good idea.  He sheathed his own weapon 

and held up his hands to the dragon.   



“Nolan?” called a familiar voice. 

His eyes darted from Tor to the voice’s origin, and to his great relief he saw his 

sister standing on the other side of the colossal dragon.  She wore a casual blue dress 

and boots, didn’t look harmed or even dirty, and she smiled at him in surprise.  

Stepping forward, she fearlessly put a hand on the dragon’s enormous leg. 

Tor tilted his head to look down at her.  “Are they who they say, or shall I fry 

them?” 

“Well…”  Littagale looked back at Nolan with a smirk. 

“Not funny!” called Casper. 

She laughed.  “It’s fine.  That’s my overprotective brother, Nolan, and his friend, 

Casper Defendall.” 

Tor lost interest and shrugged, which even though casual looked terrifying.  

“Whatever.  I’m tired from our hunt last night.  Try to be quiet.”  He shuffled on the 

floor and curled up to sleep.  

Nolan sighed in relief and took a step toward his sister. 

Suddenly, Tor’s head whipped back around, his open mouth right in front of 

Nolan, and he blew a deafening roar.  Terrible fangs and rows of razor-sharp teeth 

pointed at Nolan, and the dragon’s giant, red, forked tongue writhed like a horrifying 

snake.  

Nolan froze in terror. 

Tor closed his mouth and laughed.  “Just kidding.  Carry on.”  He returned to his 

sleeping position, his great scaly bulk settling on the floor. 

Nolan was breathing hard, and he thanked his lucky stars his pants were still dry.  

Littagale tried not to laugh, ran up to Nolan, and threw her arms around him.  

Relieved on multiple levels, Nolan hugged her tight.  He picked her up off her feet.  

As he set her down again, he noticed that her ring was glowing a bright pink with her 

happiness.  

“Are you okay?” 

“Yeah, I’m great!”  Littagale smiled at him.  “Mom told you?” 

He nodded. 



Casper joined them and, glancing at the sleeping dragon, whispered, “Glad you’re 

safe, Littagale.” 

“Hey, Casper!”  She jumped up to hug him.  “I can’t believe you came too!” 

Casper blushed and glanced at Nolan as she released him.  

“Come on, I’ll show you around,” said Littagale.  She took them each by a hand 

and pulled them away.  “Have you had breakfast?” 

“Uh, no,” whispered Casper.  

“Great!”  

She pulled them out of the dragon’s cavern and into a smaller cave with a fire 

blazing in its center.  Then she turned and led them into a subterranean kitchen.  

That’s exactly what it was – a fully stocked, tenth-century-gourmet kitchen.  The only 

quirk was that it was also, you know, a cave. 

Nolan exchanged a look with Casper.  

“Have a seat.”  Littagale motioned to a long table with chairs.  She stepped to a 

counter covered with food.  “I have bacon and fruit and nuts.”  

Nolan, sitting at the table as if this was an average day, again made a face at Casper 

beside him.  Then he looked down at the plate his sister put before him.  The fried 

bacon smelled delicious, and the fruit looked fresh.  Littagale handed a plate to 

Casper, and his was also heaping with food.  Finally Littagale sat at the head of the 

table and dug into her own breakfast plate. 

Nolan had a question.  “Dare I ask about the bacon?” 

Littagale shrugged.  “You heard Tor – we went hunting last night.”   

“But…pigs.  I mean, they aren’t on my Do-Not-Eat List, but where did Tor get a 

pig?  Did you steal a farmer’s pig?” 

Of all the things that should bother me right now, thought Nolan.  Is this really 

happening?  Am I going crazy?  

“No, we didn’t steal the pig.”  Littagale took a bite of melon and winked.  “You 

think Mom is the only person in Marshwood that Tor has a deal with?” 

Casper gaped.  “How deep does this conspiracy run?” he whispered.  

“Would you speak up!” Nolan said in annoyance. 



“Uh, no.  The dragon said to be quiet.” 

Nolan huffed and turned back to his sister.  “What kind of a deal could a dragon 

have with a farmer?”   

“I don’t know.  Tor didn’t think it would be smart to let the farmer see me, so I 

wasn’t around for the pig part of our hunt.  I just stayed out of sight and picked 

berries and nuts while Tor went flying over the farm.  When he came back with the 

pig, I didn’t pry – none of my business.” 

“But you’re his captive!” 

“I’m his guest!”  Littagale waved her hands around at her accommodations as if 

that proved her point.   

Casper stayed out of it and ate his food.  

Nolan put his head in his hands.  “I can’t believe you and mom are acting like this 

is normal.” 

“Apparently it is.”  Littagale laughed.  She licked the melon juice off her fingers.  

“I’m the one hundred and fifteenth princess Tor has rescued.”  She remembered 

something and looked proud of herself.  “And he says I’m only the fifth that didn’t 

faint!”  

Suddenly a loud voice from the cave entry moaned.  “If you three are going to be 

so loud, you might as well come out here and socialize.” 

Casper’s eyes widened fearfully, and he called back, “I was being quiet, for the 

record!” 

Littagale shrugged at Nolan and stood from her chair, leading them out.  Casper 

also shrugged and followed her.  Nolan stood, groaned in frustration, and grabbed a 

handful of bacon to shove in his mouth before joining them back in the main cavern.  

 Tor was tapping a talon on the stone floor and had an eyebrow raised.  “Are we 

going to have a problem, Nolan?” 

“Son of Mattea,” added Casper with a politely raised hand.  “Remember.  The lady 

you have a deal with to protect her offspring.  Sir.” 

Tor stared at Casper for a second.  He nodded.  “You I like.”  

Nolan glared at the dragon. 



Littagale took Nolan’s hand and looked up at him seriously.  “I know you’re 

worried.  But Mom brought you here as a baby.  She told you that, right?  If Mom 

thought Tor was safe enough to be around a baby, I’m sure Tor can take care of me.” 

Tor’s lime-green eyes widened, and he lowered his leathery face to sniff at Nolan.  

His giant nostrils sucked in air and constricted right in front of the prince’s face. 

Nolan did not appreciate this.  “What are you doing?” he demanded. 

Apparently satisfied with Nolan’s scent, Tor straightened up again.  “You’re 

Mattea’s baby?  I remember you now.  You used to be even louder.  You used to 

crawl all over my tail.  I think you thought I was your first pet.”  

“So it all started here,” said Casper wistfully. 

Tor gave Nolan a fang-y grin.  “Welcome back, Baby Nolan.” 

Littagale stifled a laugh. 

Nolan sighed and looked up at the ceiling.  “This is the worst week of my life.”  

When he looked down again, something caught his eye.  He did a double-take at 

the far wall by the mountainside crevasse.  “What… What is that?” 

All looked where he pointed.  

The stone wall was scorched black.  The only parts of the wall that were not 

charred where outlined like the silhouettes of men.  The men must’ve been holding up 

swords and axes when the fire burst charred them, and the resulting shapes on the 

wall looked like a mural of soldiers attacking.  

Nolan pointed and couldn’t look away.  “Is that… How did that happened?” 

Tor looked at the silhouettes of his previous attackers and made a weird face.  

“That?  That’s nothing.” 

“That.  Is not.  Nothing.”  Nolan glared at the dragon.   

“Fine,” Tor harrumphed.  “I...had gas.  It was an accident.” 

“Had gas?” 

"Do you have any idea how dangerous a gassy dragon is?!” 

Littagale burst out laughing.  “Wait.  You shoot fire out your butt?” 

“Only when I eat cows!”  



“What?!” Nolan burst. 

The dragon’s cheeks burned red with embarrassment (which in this case is not a 

figure of speech).  “I couldn’t get to my regular farmer for dinner one night.  I had to 

stop for a cow.  But I'm lactose intolerant.  I wasn’t feeling well, and when I got 

home…” 

Nolan was horrified and looked at the silhouettes again.  “So, you ate a cow, had 

gas when those guys attacked, and you fart-flamed them?” 

“They were only singed!  No one died.” 

“Oh!”  Littagale started laughing again.  “Is this why you’re called Tor the 

Intolerant?”  

Tor turned redder still.  

Nolan finally snapped.  “This is not okay!  What if you can’t get to your farmer 

again and you have to eat another cow?  What if Littagale is here and she gets caught 

downwind?”  He held a hand to his forehead.  “Oh, my stars – now I have to worry 

about the dietary considerations of a dragon?!” 

Tor snorted and waved him off.  

Nolan looked at his sister.  “You’re not safe here! You have to come home!” 

She rolled her eyes, looking very much like their mother.  “I’m fine.  I’m on an 

adventure!” 

“Littagale, your roommate is a flatulent-” 

“Only when I eat cows!”  Tor’s ears lay flat against his head.  

Casper had been unusually quiet – not even rambling to himself – and he raised a 

hand.  “Um, I have a non-fart-related question.” 

“What?” Tor and Nolan shouted at the same time. 

“How far can you fly?” 

“Why?” 

“Well… Can you kidnap my sister?” 

Nolan gaped at his friend.  “What?!” 



Littagale raised her hands to silence everyone.  “Wait.  Casper, why?  Is Sophia in 

some kind of trouble?”   

Nolan looked at his friend and forgot about the dragon for the moment. 

Casper distractedly fiddled with his sword hilt.  “When our parents died, my 

brother inherited the kingdom.  I’m set for life with my allowance as a prince.  But… 

We’ve been trying to find a suitable husband for Sophia.  The problem is that the 

lords in Defendall have been squabbling with each other, and it’s hard to keep the 

peace.  If we ally ourselves with the wrong lord through marriage, the others might go 

to war against us and destroy the whole kingdom.  Sophia is stuck right in the middle 

of everything.  If she could get away for a while…”  Casper looked up at Tor 

hopefully.  “If we could make sure that a worthy man – not one of the lords of 

Defendall – ends up marrying her, that would solve a lot.” 

Nolan felt awful.  “Casper, why didn’t you say anything?” 

“I’ve been hoping to find a way to help Sophia, but when all this with Littagale 

happened it seemed more urgent to save your sister.”  Casper glanced at Littagale with 

a small smile.   

She smiled back at him and stepped to hug him again.  “Thank you, Casper.  But 

we’re here to help you now.  And Sophia.  She’s my friend too, and we won’t let 

anything happen to her.” 

Nolan crossed his arms and looked at Tor, debated for a minute, and blew out his 

lips.  “Okay, Tor.  So how about it?  Can you rescue Sophia?  Can you fly all the way 

across the sea to Defendall?” 

Tor pulled a face.  “Look, saving damsels isn’t really my thing unless there’s 

something in it for me.  I’m a dragon.  I have a reputation, you know.” 

“Well,” said Littagale, “what do you want?  I’m already here, and you haven’t told 

me what you want from me in exchange.” 

“I’m sheltering you as a favor to your mother.  Mattea can be very persuasive.”  

Tor looked to the side and added to himself, “She scares me.”   

Nolan grinned at this.  

“Besides,” Tor barked more loudly, regaining his dragon-y composure, “I don’t 

take in more than one princess at a time.  That’s just not how these things are done.” 

“Nothing about this is how things are done!” Nolan shouted.  



Tor flattened his ears in annoyance.  

Littagale stepped in again.  “Tor, I have an idea.  You said that the reason it’s so 

damp in here is because of the rain that gets in from up there, right?”  She pointed to 

the open mountain peak above them.   

Tor’s eyes glanced up to the roof.  “What’s your point?” 

“What if I could build something to keep the rain out?” 

Tor twitched his tail.  “Nope.  It’s been tried.  Dozens have failed.  Any kind of 

roof doesn’t leave me enough room to get in and out.” 

Nolan studied his sister and knew the look of concentration on her face.  She bit 

her tongue as she studied the opening above.  Her ring glowed green with confidence.  

“I can do it,” she insisted.  She looked back at the dragon.  “If you rescue Sophia, 

I’ll build a door that you can open and close when it rains.  I can do it.” 

Tor craned his neck to look up at the top of his lair.  “Well…” 

Casper stepped beside Littagale.  “And I’ll help.”  He blushed as he looked down 

at her.  “Many hands make light work, isn’t that what they say? And it’s my sister 

we’re trying to save, right? It’s only fair that I help.  And…”   

“Oh, we’ll all help!”  Nolan stepped beside his friend and put a hand on his 

shoulder.  

Tor looked down at the three humans.  Then he looked up at the hole in the roof 

again.  Then at the humans.  “Okay, we have a deal.”   

Tor lowered a paw and exposed a talon right in front of Littagale.  Nolan and 

Casper jumped back, but Littagale smiled and stepped forward to shake Tor’s giant 

talon.   

My sister just pinkie-swore with a dragon, thought Nolan.  

Littagale stepped back with the princes, and the trio watched as Tor lifted his scaly 

body from the floor.  He rose on his hind legs and stretched his leathery wings, which 

nearly filled the cavern.  He let out a deep groan with the stretch and then positioned 

himself under the hole in the mountain peak.  

“Can I fly to Defendall?” he muttered.  “Of course I can fly to Defendall.” 

With that, Tor the Intolerant flapped his wings and jumped off the cavern floor.  

The gust of wind blew them to their knees, and Nolan looked up to see the dragon’s 



wingspan blotting out the light from the opening above.  A fainter gust of wind 

reached them with another loud flap of wings, and then the dragon cleared the 

opening and disappeared from sight.   

Littagale looked from the roof back to Nolan.  She had a huge smile on her face.  

“See?  Isn’t he great? Admit it, you’re jealous of this adventure.” 

Casper smiled and looked at Nolan.  “She’s worse than you.”  

Nolan snorted and picked himself off his knees.  But he found he too was smiling. 
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CASPER 

The Competition 

 

“I’m not sure this is your best idea,” Casper said in a low voice to the cloaked 

figure between him and Nolan.   



As the evening light dimmed, they’d snuck back down Mount Shadow and entered 

the tournament camp.  Nolan, as Prince of Marshwood, was greeted by many people 

paying their respects.  A few recognized Casper and welcomed him as Nolan’s friend.  

Fortunately, no one seemed to pay much mind to their shorter companion wearing a 

cloak and wide hood.  But Casper was certain someone would recognize Littagale 

through her disguise and spoil their adventure at any moment.   

She pulled the hood of her cloak to wink at Casper.  “So far, so good.” 

To help disguise Littagale, Nolan had rubbed dirt all over her face, although even 

he admitted afterwards that that wasn’t a great disguise.  She also wore men’s pants 

and a tunic, which Casper thought was at least a little better. 

She’s pretty even covered in dirt, thought Casper with a blush.  

“Besides,” added Littagale, “I can’t stay in Tor’s lair while he’s gone.  What if a 

prince came to rescue me?  Without my dragon to defend me, I’d be stuck with the 

guy.”  

She’d right about that, thought Casper with a scowl. 

They entered the main section of the tournament camp, and Nolan whistled in 

surprise.  “Well, get a load of this…” 

Everywhere they looked, the tournament camp had turned into an even greater 

bustle of excitement than usual.  Torches lined the dirt road leading through the 

camp.  Kids ran around pulling streamers and waving sparklers.  Townswomen stood 

gossiping about the attractiveness of various princes.  Townsmen walked around 

critiquing the princes’ horses and judging the quality of their weapons.  The princes’ 

squires and knights and even some royal families had joined the camp, and the 

population of Marshwood had probably tripled in a single day. 

Littagale looked this way and that from under her hood.  “Hmm,” she said quietly.  

“It’s a bit like attending one’s own funeral.  A very happy, party-like funeral.” 

“They’re just excited,” said Nolan.  “Your dragon-napping is the most interesting 

thing to happen in Marshwood for a long time.  The danger you’re supposedly in 

makes it that much more intriguing.  No offense.” 

“None taken,” she laughed. 

It indeed appeared the townspeople were over the shock of Littagale’s kidnapping, 

and now they were turning lemons to lemonade.  Signs and banners along the road 

suggested the locals were taking bets on which prince would succeed in rescuing the 



princess.  Street vendors filled the air with calls about their wares.  The smell of 

popcorn and sweets wafted through the air.  A few townspeople had stands along the 

road selling jewelry and flowers, and farmers sold goods to hungry tourists.  

Nolan stopped at a road stand and bought three ears of cooked corn from a 

farmer.  He handed one to each of his friends and bit into his own.  “Hmm.  That’s 

good.” 

Casper bit into the seasoned corn cob and had to agree.  

“Hey,” said Littagale, pointing ahead up the road.  “Where’s everyone going?  Let’s 

go see!  I don’t want to miss anything!” 

The princes hurried to catch up with her as she led them onward. 

In the middle of the tournament camp rose the spectator stands and arenas of 

combat.  This seemed to be where everyone was headed.  The trio blended in with the 

crowds and quickly climbed up to open seats.  Then they looked down on the torch-

lit arenas.  

The arenas had been combined into one big arena.  On one end, the townspeople 

had constructed a fake dragon.  It was only about half the size of the real Tor and 

made of green-painted wood with sheets for wings.  Casper saw a pair of men lying 

inside the head of the fake dragon, and they were using a set of bellows to blow gold 

and yellow streamers out the dragon’s mouth. 

Littagale giggled.  “Tor would destroy this thing if he saw it.” 

Nolan grinned.  “I think it’s a good resemblance.” 

“Go Deke!” cried a women sitting in front of them.  She stood and cheered with 

her friends. 

Casper heard Nolan groan. 

Entering the arena, Deke lifted his sword and acknowledged the crowds, who 

cheered him all the more.  He twirled off his black cloak with a flourish and tossed it 

at his squire, who wasn’t paying attention and ended up with the cloak wrapped 

around his face.  Deke made a ‘what an idiot, huh?’ face for the crowd and started 

climbing into his black armor.  

Another prince also entered the arena, this one not nearly as interested in the 

crowd’s reaction.  Never had there been a thinner face on a thinner head on a thinner 

neck on a thinner body.  He carried a javelin, and a long sheath was strapped to his 



back.  His squire held his armor at the ready, and Casper saw the armor was the bright 

yellow of the kingdom of Bowenship. 

“Riddick,” said Casper and Nolan simultaneously.  

“Oh,” said Littagale.  She chewed her corn on the cob and frowned slightly.  “He’s 

not so bad.  I’ll have to ask Tor not to hurt him.” 

Casper frowned at this. 

I don’t want Riddick fried either, he thought, but… It’s a weird kind of jealousy 

when you wouldn’t mind seeing someone singed.  

By now both competing princes were dressed in their armor, wielding their 

weapons of choice.  The crowd hushed in anticipation.  

The tournament announcer stood in the center of the arena.  He shouted into a 

bullhorn, “Our first contest is between Prince Riddick Bowenship and Prince Deke 

Archwild!”  

The crowd cheered.  

“Ready…”  the announcer hurried out of the arena to clear the space between the 

fake dragon and the princes.  “Attack!” 

The crowd rose on their feet and cheered as the two princes raced across the arena 

toward the dragon.  Swept up in the excitement, Casper, Nolan, and Littagale joined 

in and cheered for Riddick.  They watched as Deke lifted his sword over his head and 

charged.  Riddick stopped a farther distance from the wooden dragon and lifted his 

javelin.  Deke easily got to the dragon first, but for some reason he only made a few 

slashes with his sword into the leg of the wooden monster.  Then he actually stopped 

and glanced back at Riddick. 

“What’s Deke doing?” Casper asked aloud. 

Riddick by this time had thrown his javelin, and the pointed weapon flew true and 

struck right in the dragon’s wooden chest.  The men inside the dummy dragon poured 

a bucket of green goo out the dragon’s mouth (presumably meant to be blood, since 

no one had killed a dragon in so long that none really knew its blood type), and the 

men roared out fake dragon cries of pain. 

“Your winner is Riddick Bowenship!” shouted the announcer with the bullhorn. 

Half the crowd cheered while the other half sighed in disappointment for Deke.  

Riddick took off his helmet and bowed to the crowd.  Deke rested his helmet under 



one arm, came over to congratulate Riddick, and waved to the crowd with those big 

white teeth of his. 

Something smells rotten in Archwild, thought Casper as he watched Deke 

suspiciously. 

Suddenly, a great roar filled the air.  This was not from the wooden dragon.  The 

crowd forgot the competition and scanned the dark sky for any sign of the real thing.  

The three friends looked at each other. 

“He’s back!” said Littagale.  She pulled her hood to cover her face better, but she 

scanned the sky like everyone else. 

A woman in the stands pointed with a scream. 

Sure enough, Tor’s long, dark body shot across the sky.  He came from the 

direction of the sea and was aimed straight for Mount Shadow. 

Then they heard another sound – a woman’s scream – from the dragon’s clutches. 

“He has another princess!” cried a townsman. 

Sophia, thought Casper with worry as he watched Tor flying overhead.  I hope 

she’s okay. 

“We need to get back,” he told his friends. 

Nolan and Littagale agreed and started their way off the spectator stands. 

The announcer’s voice over the bullhorn caught everyone’s attention.  “As winner 

of this first dragon-fighting trial,” he shouted, “Prince Riddick has won the honor of 

being the first to challenge Tor the Intolerant!  Hurry, Prince!  You may be able to 

reach the dragon’s lair and save Littagale before the dragon returns!” 

Everyone snapped into action at once, and Casper struggled to get through the 

excited crowds.  He caught up with his friends in the less busy road, and Nolan was 

looking right and left, trying to decide which way to go. 

“What are you doing?”  Casper shouted over the commotion.  He pointed the way 

they’d come.  “We have to go!  Now!” 

Littagale clutched her cloak beside him and waited for her brother.  “Nolan, we-” 

“Ah-ha!”  Nolan ran over to where a horse and cart were hitched to a post.  

Quickly, he backed the horse and the cart into the road.  “Climb on!” 



Exchanging a look, Casper and Littagale shrugged and ran to climb into the cart.  

Nolan grabbed the reins and slapped them against the horse to get it going.  

Unfortunately, there were a lot of people in the road.  A few other horses were also in 

their way.  Another cart suddenly pulled onto the road right in front of them and 

plodded along at a speed not at all to Nolan’s satisfaction. 

“Are you kidding me?!” Nolan shouted.  He pulled up their horse so they didn’t 

slam into the other cart.  

Casper jostled but looked to see a ‘My Child is an Honor Student at Archwild 

Charm School’ sign on the back of the cart. 

Nolan shook his fist at the cart and yelled nonsensically, “The war is over, 

Archwild!”  Then he pulled the reins and steered their horse around the other cart 

before speeding onward.  

 Casper sank back into the cart with Littagale, and their bumpy ride continued 

down the road and out of the camp.  Their pace quickened once on the open road, 

and they raced across the field toward the forest that rose up to the mountains and 

Mount Shadow. 

“Look!” Littagale pointed back. 

Casper turned and saw the torch-lit camp behind them.  A lone horse was charging 

through the edge of camp, also headed for Mount Shadow.  Its rider carried a torch, 

and the torchlight reflected off of yellow armor. 

Riddick Bowenship, thought Casper. 

“Nolan,” he called forward, “we better hurry it up!” 

“We’re almost there!” his friend called back. 

Sure enough, the edge of the forest was just ahead.  Nolan pulled the reins to bring 

their horse to a stop, and Littagale fell into Casper as the cart came to a rest.  They 

quickly tumbled out of the cart and stood on shaky legs. 

Nolan was unhitching the horse from the cart.  “Thanks, mate.  Anything you can 

do to stall the guy behind us would be much appreciated.”  

Casper didn’t even question it when the horse nodded in response and trotted 

back to intercept Riddick.  He watched as the carthorse flat out charged the prince’s 

stallion, and the purebred horse was thrown off his game and jumped to the side in 

surprise.  The carthorse kept chasing the stallion around the field, and Riddick seemed 



to be having a hard time getting the stallion back on track and away from the smaller 

horse, who appeared to be having the time of its life. 

“This way,” Casper told Littagale. 

He led their run up the forest trail.  He and Nolan had gone at a much slower pace 

earlier that morning, and it was considerably more difficult in the dark.  Now, only 

patches of moonlight illuminated the forest, and Casper tripped over his footing more 

than once.  They also hadn’t been running uphill this morning, and Casper found 

himself winded by the time he saw the rocks of the higher mountainside ahead. 

“Here,” panted Littagale as she stepped around Casper. 

Sure enough, there was the crevasse entrance to Tor’s lair.  Casper led the way 

inside, and quickly they ran through the dark passage until they entered the wider 

cavern. 

Tor had restarted the fire in the Princess Cave, and the flickering light shone 

strange shadows on the walls as the giant dragon stepped away from where he’d 

deposited Sophia on the floor. 

Sophia screamed. 

Casper ran around the dragon to find his sister backed against the far cavern wall, 

staring wide-eyed at the dragon.  She didn’t look harmed.  Only her Defendall-purple 

dress was a little dirty.  Her black hair, wind-disheveled from the long ride, spread like 

a poof all around her head.  

“Sophia!” Casper called. 

Her big, brown eyes left the dragon and focused on Casper in surprise.  “Casper? 

What are you-” 

Littagale and Nolan ran up behind Casper. 

“Riddick is right behind us,” said Littagale quickly.  “We have to hide.  Quick!” 

Casper nodded and hurried to his sister.  In a whisper, he said, “I’ll explain 

everything, but right now we have to be quiet and hide in the kitchen.” 

“Kitchen?”  She made a confused face.  

Casper quickly took her hand and pulled her with them into the Princess Cave.  

They shushed each other nervously and hurried into the kitchen.  Casper set his sister 

in a chair at the table, gave her a reassuring kiss on the top of her head, and then 



turned with Littagale and Nolan to listen.  All the jostling left him closest to the 

doorway, so he peeked around to get a look. 

Out in the cavern, Tor was clearing his throat and getting into position in front of 

the mountainside crevasse.  He hopped around like a boxer before a match and 

appeared to be enjoying himself.  

Then, they heard the rattling of armor.  Prince Riddick appeared a moment later, 

brandishing his javelin.  His helmet tilted up to see the dragon, and he jumped back 

against the wall in surprise. 

Just as he’d done with Nolan and Casper, Tor rose on his hind legs and roared, 

“Who dares enter the lair of Tor the Intolerant?” 

Riddick called out bravely, “It is I, Prince Riddick of Bowenship! I’ve come to 

rescue the princess!” 

Tor opened his mouth to speak, but then he paused and flicked his ears 

uncertainly.  “Uh… Which one?”  He remained up on his hind legs but didn’t attack 

just yet. 

Riddick shuffled against the wall as if also uncertain.  “Well, let me think.  Who is 

the other princess you just captured?” 

“Princess Sophia of Defendall.”  Tor sounded as if he was brokering some kind of 

deal. 

“Oh.”  Riddick paused in thought again.  “Well, her brother inherited Defendall, 

right?” 

“I believe that was the line of succession, yes.” 

“Oh,” Riddick said again.  He brandished his javelin.  “Then I’m here for Littagale, 

heir to the Marshwood throne!” 

Behind Casper, Littagale murmured, “Why, that little creep!” 

Tor paused a moment, and Casper saw his lime-green eyes swing in their direction.  

But when Casper looked back at Littagale, he saw her cross her arms and lean against 

the wall, fuming at the unchivalrous prince.  She clearly wasn’t going to step in and 

save Riddick the way she’d saved Nolan and Casper.  

Casper couldn’t help but grin.  



Back in the cavern, Riddick shouted, “Release the princess, foul beast, or meet thy 

end!” 

With a loud war cry, the prince hefted his javelin and threw it at Tor with all his 

strength.  Unlike with the fake wooden dragon, however, here the javelin didn’t make 

much of an impact.  It struck Tor square in the chest scales and bounced off as if 

hitting an impenetrable wall.  With a loud clatter the javelin landed on the floor and 

rolled away in an embarrassingly slow pause of action. 

Tor looked down at his chest and then at the yellow-armored prince.  Exposing 

fangs, he said, “My turn.”  

The dragon stretched his neck, inhaled, and opened his mouth in the prince’s 

direction.  An incredible burst of fire erupted from the dragon’s mouth, and the 

sudden heat caused Casper to pull his head back around the corner for protection.  

When he looked back, Riddick was crying, “Ow, ow, ow!” and dancing around the 

cavern, pulling off his superheated armor.  He was soon down to his underpants, and 

he held his bare arms and stared in fear up at the dragon. 

Tor spread his wings and roared an echoing blast. 

Casper and the others had to cover their ears, and they watched as Riddick fell on 

his backside.  The half-naked prince scrambled to his feet, and he ran for the exit.  A 

moment later he was gone, and Tor stopped his roar. 

When all was still, Tor started chuckling to himself.  He drew his wings back in 

and let out a sigh.  “Ah! That does get the old blood pumping!” 

Littagale and Nolan stepped around Casper to reenter the main cavern, and Casper 

quickly went back to the kitchen to check on his sister.  She sat with a look of shock 

plastered on her pretty face, and Casper gently reached down to touch her shoulder. 

“Come with me,” he said gently.  “Let’s go out with the others, and we’ll explain 

everything.” 

Sophia looked up at him blankly, swallowed, and stood to be led back into the 

cavern.  

When Casper led out his sister, Littagale gave Sophia a comforting smile.  Nolan 

gave Casper a look that said he hoped this was all a good idea.  Tor looked down at 

Sophia with a fang-y smile. 

“Hi,” said the dragon.  



Sophia looked up at him, then promptly fainted. 

Casper caught her before she hit the floor, and Littagale and Nolan hurried over. 

“One hundred and eleven fainters.”  Tor chuckled and turned away to curl up and 

sleep. 
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LITTAGALE 

The Start of a Romance 

 

A few weeks later, the two sets of siblings worked together on final construction 

of the lair’s new door.  Tor had found a shipwreck up the coast, and he’d hauled the 

salvageable materials to the top of the mountain.  Here they’d constructed one big, 



solid, roundish door that now covered the lair opening perfectly, like a final puzzle 

piece.  Enormous door hinges were screwed, bolted, and welded – with Tor’s help, of 

course – into the rocky mountain peak so that the door could swing open if pushed 

from below.  The ship’s mast had been welded into the entrance shaft to act as a catch 

and stop the door from swinging open down into the lair. 

Littagale sat straightening the chain from the ship’s anchor.  This was the last thing 

she needed for her construction project to be complete, and she stuck her tongue 

between her teeth in concentration as she worked. 

“It’s beautiful up here,” said Sophia.  She sat with Lucky on the lap of her purple 

dress, and she reached to scratch his furry white ears. 

Littagale stopped to wipe her sweaty brow and also took in the view.  It was 

beautiful.  The mountaintop rocks glistened gray and white.  Below them, green 

foliage rustled in the breeze.  She could see the kingdom of Archwild past the 

mountains, Oiho across the golden plains, and the edge of Defendall on the far side 

of the shimmering blue sea. 

“You have a lovely kingdom, Littagale,” said Sophia.  Her expression was much 

happier than upon her first arrival. 

I think Nolan might have something to do with her good mood, thought Littagale 

with a smile. 

“Thank you.”  Littagale got the final kink out of the chain and stood.  “I’m not in 

a hurry to rule over it, but I’m glad it’s mine.” 

Sophia set Lucky aside and jumped up from her seat to help.  She joined Littagale 

on the deck-like door.  They’d earlier carved a hole in the door for the chain to fall 

down through, and the princesses now stood and peeked down through the hole.  Far 

below, they saw Nolan and Casper looking up at them from the floor of the cavern.  

It was a little dizzying to be standing on the door looking straight down, but Littagale 

knew the door would hold. 

This job would really impressed Maxwell and the carpenters back home, she 

thought with a smile.  It’s a shame it’ll always be a secret. 

While Lucky hopped around on the door, the princesses fastened one end of the 

chain to the hook Tor had welded into the door. 

He enjoys welding a little too much, thought Littagale.  But I guess it’s a dragon’s 

natural skill. 



When the chain was fastened securely, Littagale took the other end and fed it 

through the hole. 

“Heads up!” she yelled as the links descended. 

Soon enough, she heard the clatter of metal on stone as the chain touched down.  

The hook on their end held firm, and the door was officially finished. 

Littagale stood and wiped dirty hands on her dress.  She smiled at Sophia.  

“Ready?” 

Sophia grabbed up Lucky and put him in a pouch she wore over her dress.  “All 

ready.” 

“Tor!” Littagale called.  

From far over the forest, the dragon came into view.  He flew fast, his wings 

soaring wide and flapping with great thrusts, and his giant shadow trailed over the 

trees below.  He let out an echoing roar (either for the fun of it or because a bird got 

in his way, who knew?).  At last, he flapped his wings over the mountain peak and 

descended to land beside the door and the princesses. 

“Looks good,” he told them with a pleased nod.  “Alright, hop on.  Let’s test this 

out.” 

Littagale and Sophia were pros at riding the dragon by now, and they hurried over 

the rocks to climb up his scaly sides.  They straddled him like a horse just above his 

wings near his neck, and they held onto his scales for dear life.  Lucky, tucked securely 

in Sophia’s pouch, squeaked with uncertainty.  

Littagale was pretty sure she heard Lucky whisper, “This isn’t natural.  Rabbits 

don’t ride dragons! Eek!”  

Tor took a step forward and used a paw to pull open the door.  The wood and 

hinges creaked but held strong.  With the door fully open, Tor beat his wings and rose 

in the air again, then dove down into the lair.  Littagale felt her stomach drop as he 

flew down, and when he landed she lurched into his warm scales.  Both princesses 

and the rabbit piled off, and they all stood looking up at the open door. 

“Okay,” said Littagale excitedly.  She pointed to where the chain hung from the 

door down to the floor.  “Just give it a little tug and…” 

Tor took the chain in his front paw and gave it a short yank.  The door overhead 

slammed shut against the catch and held in place. 



“Woo-hoo!” Nolan yelled in triumph.  “Good job, Littagale!” 

Everyone clapped and cheered in congratulation. 

Littagale laughed happily and saw that her mood ring was glowing bright pink. 

“That does make things darker in here,” said Nolan, looking around in the dim 

light. 

“And thank you for that,” Tor told Littagale.  “Now I might finally get a decent 

day’s sleep, if you all would quit yammering.”  He lifted an eyebrow. 

“Okay, we can take a hint,” Littagale laughed up at him.  “We’ll leave you in peace 

and go in the spa for a while.” 

“Ooh, the spa!” said Sophia happily. 

Tor snorted a laugh.  “You’re just like your mother.” 

Sophia’s eyes widened.  “What?” 

“Your mother,” said Tor as if this was old news.  “She loved that spa.  She was the 

one who bought all those lounge chairs and dragged them up the mountain.  

Shopping was definitely that women’s talent.  She could find a bargain anywhere.” 

Casper gaped.  “Our mother?  Was here?” 

“Yes.”  Tor raised an eyebrow at them.  “It was your mother who told me to 

rescue Mattea.  Did she never tell you that?  How do you think your families became 

such good friends?” 

The four looked at each other in surprise. 

Casper, for clarification, asked, “So our mom was the one who brought Baby 

Nolan here while Mattea was with you?” 

“Baby Nolan is right here,” he said in exasperation. 

Tor nodded, then looked solemnly down at Sophia and Casper.  “I was sorry to 

hear your parents died.  Your mother was a very kind woman.  And I remember your 

father being very brave when he came to rescue her.” 

Sophia smiled sadly up at the dragon.  “Thank you.” 

Nolan was thinking.  “I wonder why our moms never told us.” 



“Well,” said Littagale, “it’s not like they ever spilled the secret about this place at 

all.  Hard to tell us one part of the story without the other.” 

Everyone looked like they agreed she was probably right.  

I’ll have to ask Mom about this someday, thought Littagale. 

Tor yawned.  “Anyway, I believe you said you were going to the spa?”  With that, 

the dragon turned and curled up to sleep. 

The humans looked at each other and then headed into the Princess Cave.  

Discussing this revelation amongst themselves, they finally emerged into the spa 

room. 

“Well, I don’t know about you guys,” said Nolan, stripping down to his shorts, 

“but I think we’ve earned a little relaxation.”  With that, he cannonballed into the 

steaming pool. 

Littagale laughed as the warm water splashed her.  She looked at Sophia and 

bobbed her head back toward the bedroom.  “Come with me.  Last time Nolan came, 

our mom sent with him some bathing clothes.” 

“Oh, perfect!”  Sophia pulled Lucky from her pouch and set him to hop around 

the pool. 

The girls quickly changed into swimming clothes, and then they hurried back to 

join their brothers, who were now doing handstands in the chest-deep pool.  Littagale 

and Sophia jumped in, but they sat together on the side while their brothers showed 

off. 

Sophia sighed and stretched her long, dark legs under the water.  “I can’t believe 

my mother was here too.” 

Littagale smiled.  “It’s oddly comforting, isn’t it?  When I first got here, I told 

myself that if Mattea could live with Tor, I could too.  And it’s a bit like seeing a part 

of her past.” 

“Yes, that does make this special.”  Sophia looked over at her with sincerity in her 

big, brown eyes.  “I can never thank you enough for taking me in, Littagale.” 

“It’s been nice to have the company.” 

“Well, Nolan would’ve visited you often enough.”  Sophia looked to watch their 

brothers splashing around.  “With Casper here, I didn’t really have anyone back home.  

Do you miss the rest of your family? Your friends?” 



Littagale thought about that.  “Most of my friends have gotten married or moved 

away,” she answered.  “But, yes, I miss my family.  Mom sends letters with Nolan 

every time he comes to visit, though.  And Dad too.”  She smiled.  “They’re glad I’m 

having my little adventure, but I’m sure they’re looking forward to the day I finally 

grow out of this.” 

Sophia laughed.  “Well, you won’t be going home anytime soon if these princes 

don’t get better.” 

Littagale laughed too.   

A few more princes had tried to rescue them since Riddick Bowenship’s failure.  

Most had insisted they only wanted to save Littagale, for her kingdom.  A few had 

said they wanted to rescue Sophia, but she’d known them and decided to pass.  One 

prince had walked into the lair, seen Tor, and ran right back out again. 

Sophia looked thoughtful.  “I just wish there was something I could do to earn my 

keep around here.  I know Tor doesn’t usually do this for free.  I wish I was good at 

something.” 

Littagale tried to think.  “Well, now that his lair is going to stay dry, maybe you 

could sew him a giant bed?” 

Sophia laughed.  “Nope.  Women in my family do not sew.  My grandmother had 

a bit of trouble with a spinning wheel.  No one has had much interest in the activity 

since, so sewing isn’t a skill that’s handed down.” 

“Hmm.  What do you like to do?” 

Sophia thought about this and looked over at Lucky.  “Well, I’m good with 

animals.” 

Lucky hopped over to her where her head rested against the ledge of the pool.  He 

squeaked something in her ear, and Sophia let out a laugh before covering her mouth.  

She winked at the rabbit. 

Suddenly, Nolan choked and sputtered.  He stood up out of the water and pointed 

at Sophia in shock.  “He spoke to you!” 

Sophia’s eyes widened.  “No, he didn’t.” 

“Yes.  He.  Did.”  Nolan pointed at Lucky, then at her. 

Sophia and Lucky looked at each other, then at Nolan. 



Casper, bare-chested, stood up and wiped water off his face.  “What’s going on?” 

“Animals talk to your sister!” 

Casper made a face at her.  “Not you too!” 

Sophia looked flustered and said between her teeth to Nolan, “No one is supposed 

to know animals talk.” 

Nolan overdramatically rolled his eyes.  “Oh, please.  Everyone knows!” 

She gaped at him.  “How?” 

“Because I’m bad at keeping the secret,” he told her as if this defended him.   

Casper nodded.  “That’s true.”   

Sophia, still flustered, looked at her brother and then swam forward to pull Nolan 

to the far side of the pool.  They sat and immediately whispered angrily back and 

forth with emphatic gestures.   

Casper made a face at Littagale and came to sit beside her.  “Well, talking cat’s out 

of the bag.” 

She chuckled.  

He looked at her suddenly.  “Do animals talk to you too?” 

“Nope.  Well, unless you count Tor.”  

 “Ah.  Well, good.  I didn’t want to be the only one.”  Casper rested his head on 

the ledge of the pool. 

They sat in silence for a minute as they watched their siblings argue. 

Littagale had enjoyed spending time with Casper these past few weeks.  He’d 

always been her favorite of Nolan’s friends.  She’d always had a bit of a crush on him 

as kids.  And now… 

She looked down into the water and noticed her ring was glowing purple. 

That’s new, she thought.  What does purple mean?  

Casper was looking around the room, searching for something.  “Rats.  I thought I 

brought my things in here.” 

“There are plenty of towels.”  Littagale pointed at the shelves. 



“No…”  Casper continued to look around the lounge chairs.  “I thought I brought 

my… my…”  He looked flustered as he tried to remember the word.  “The mittens 

for my feet!” 

“Slippers?” 

“Yes!”  He smacked his head. 

She laughed uncontrollably, creating little ripples in the pool where they sat.   

Casper chuckled at himself, then looked at her like he wanted to say something.  

“Listen, Littagale.  I just want to say, you know, while we have a minute… I mean, I 

wanted to say that I’m sorry a decent prince hasn’t come yet.” 

“Oh,” she said with some disappointment.  “You are?” 

“Of course I am.  But maybe… I’m sure someday a prince will work up his 

courage and finally take you back home.  That is, if you want him to.  I guess you 

could just…die…here…alone.  No, no!  I mean, I’m certain a prince will come whom 

you’ll want to marry.  At least, I hope you’ll want to marry…him.” 

Littagale frowned and looked down into the steaming water.  Her ring had turned 

black. 

I don’t want to marry just anyone, she thought.  The more princes who come and 

go, the more I think…  

She realized, suddenly and with certainty, that she didn’t want some future 

unknown prince.  She wanted the one who’d risked his life to come with Nolan in the 

first place.  She wanted the one who’d bravely stood up to a dragon and asked him to 

save his sister, the one who’d offered to help her build the door, the one sitting beside 

her right now.  He was the prince she wanted. 

But Casper hopes another prince will come? she wondered. 

Littagale looked at her black ring again and tried not to cry.  She glanced at Casper 

and saw that he too had seen her ring. 

He blushed.  “Sorry, Littagale.  I didn’t mean… It’s okay.  I’ll be going now.” 

With that, Casper lifted himself out of the pool and headed for the shelves of 

towels. 

Littagale sank back into the tub.  She felt very disappointed and, if she was being 

honest with herself, maybe a little heartbroken.  
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CASPER 

The Overdramatic Rescue  

 

A few days later, Casper brought his sister fresh vegetables from Marshwood’s 

farmer’s market.  He’d avoided Littagale ever since their awkward conversation in the 

spa. 



I sounded like the village idiot, he thought.  How hard is it to say, ‘Littagale, I’d be 

happy to rescue you someday if you want.’  Instead I was a babbling fool.  Who’d 

want me for their prince?  

Then he remembered her ring turning black with sadness. 

She must only see me as a friend, he thought.  She got so uncomfortable when I 

tried to make my feelings clear. 

Casper sighed and watched his sister chop the vegetables for a lunch salad. 

“Nolan should be here soon,” Sophia said with barely contained excitement. 

“Oh?” said Casper distractedly. 

“Yes.  Casper, I want you to-” 

Suddenly, from out in the main cavern, Tor roared, “Who dares enter the lair of 

Tor the Intolerant?” 

Sophia jumped in surprise, and Casper stood from his chair to join her at the 

Princess Cave opening.  Just as they arrived to peek around the corner, Littagale 

emerged from the bedroom on the other side.  She stood to peek around her corner, 

and she gave Casper a small smile. 

Behind him, Sophia whispered, “Can you see who it is?” 

Casper looked away from Littagale and into the cavern.  Since the roof door was 

open, a healthy amount of sunlight filled the cavern, allowing him to see the far 

crevasse. 

A Marshwood knight had entered the dragon’s lair.  The knight was short and 

rather plump, dressed in shiny, bright silver armor with white feathers in his helmet.  

He wielded a long, silvery sword.  He looked up at the towering dragon and waved his 

sword in challenge. 

“Oh-ho!” said Tor in a mocking tone.  “And which princess are you here to 

rescue, measly knight?” 

The knight tilted his helmet in confusion.  “Both of them, obviously!” 

They all started at the voice.  Even Tor.  It was a woman’s chipper, nasally voice.  

More specifically… 

“Opal?” said Littagale.  She looked at Casper and Sophia, then stepped out into 

the cavern.  She calling more loudly, “Opal?” 



 The knight’s helmet turned to face Littagale.  A gloved hand reached up to lift the 

helmet’s visor, and Opal’s smiling face greeted her cousin.  Ignoring the dragon 

altogether, Opal shouted, “Littagale! Is that you, kiddo?” 

Sophia and Casper exchanged a shrug and walked out into the cavern. 

“Sophia!” called Opal.  “Glad to see you’re okay!  Casper?  I thought you were off 

on another adventure with Nolan?”’ 

“No,” laughed Littagale.  “He’s on an adventure with me.”  She met eyes with 

Casper and uncomfortably cleared her throat, then faced her cousin again.  “Opal, 

what are you doing here?” 

Opal glanced at the dragon.  “Well, I’m here to rescue you.  None of those princes 

were having any luck, so I borrowed some armor and decided to give it a try myself.  

It’s not right that your daddy would make you marry whatever brute finally got you 

out of this pit.” 

 “Pit?” scoffed Tor.  He lay his ears flat against his head. 

Littagale held up a hand to regain Opal’s attention from the dragon.  “It’s okay, 

Opal.”  Quickly she explained the whole conspiracy. 

Upon hearing the truth, Opal blinked at Littagale and then at Casper and Sophia. 

The Defendall siblings nodded, and Sophia added, “It’s all true.” 

Opal took off her helmet and looked at her cousin again.  “Well, okay then.  Mind 

if I stay for a bit?” 

Littagale laughed at her cousin’s reaction, but Tor was less enthused. 

“Oh, no,” insisted the dragon.  “I am not running an inn.  You-” 

“Aw, come on, Scaly.  Do you have any idea what it’s like to be a thirty-something, 

single women down there?  I’m practically invisible.”  Opal put her hands on her hips, 

looking up at him.  “You don’t have to worry about princes attacking you on my 

account.  I won’t be a burden.” 

Tor shook his head.  “No.  Absolutely not.  I do not take freeloaders.  Everyone 

pulls their weight around here.”  He looked her up and down.  “Which for you…” 

“Fat jokes?  Really?”  Opal repaid the favor and looked him up and down.  “What 

do you eat, like eighty cows a day?” 



Littagale tapped her cousin’s shoulder.  “Actually, he can’t eat cows.  Tor’s lactose 

intolerant.” 

“Really? Me too!”  Opal smiled up at the dragon.  “Looks like we have something 

in common, Scaly.” 

He harrumphed. 

“Tor,” said Sophia beside Casper.  “What if Opal took my place? I’m not really 

good for anything around here anyway.” 

The dragon shook his head.  “No, no.  You helped build my door.”  He used his 

tail to jingle the chain. 

Casper looked at his sister.  “Wait.  What do you mean she can take your place? 

Where are you going?” 

Sophia smiled up at him.  “That’s what I was trying to tell you before.  Nolan…” 

As if on cue, Nolan called from the crevasse, “I am Baby Nolan, son of Mattea 

Marshwood!” 

All turned to see Nolan as he clambered into the lair.  He wore his enchanted 

goblin armor, which shone a brilliant gold.  He carried his sword and waved it around 

with surprising skill.  Finally, he came to stand in front of the charred mural of 

princes, which some time ago Littagale had painted smiley faces on. 

“Nolan,” Littagale called in surprise, “what are you doing?” 

He held his sword high and shouted, “I have come to rescue Princess Sophia 

Defendall!” 

Casper gaped at his friend. 

Tor lifted a paw to rub his eyes.  “Oh, good grief…”  Then he looked over at 

Sophia. 

She nodded up at Tor happily. 

When did this happen? Casper wondered.  My little sister and my best friend are in 

love?  

Nolan lifted his visor and said in a loud whisper, “Please, Tor.  Make a show for 

the crowd outside!” 



Tor rolled his eyes and lifted onto his hind legs, roaring.  “No one takes a princess 

from Tor the Intolerant!  Prepare to meet your death, Prince Baby Nolan!” 

Casper looked at the women with him.  “We should probably stand back for this 

part.” 

Everyone but Nolan and Tor hurried to the far side of the cavern to watch the 

mock battle.  Nolan swung his sword repeatedly against the stone wall, which created 

a clinking sound similar to hitting the dragon’s scales.  Tor beat his wings in the air, 

creating great gusts of wind that swirled out the crevasse entrance.  He roared and 

thudded his body against the wall, shooting small bursts of flame to lightly singe 

Nolan’s armor.  Nolan emitted several war cries.  Neither of them got anywhere near 

the other as they continued the ruckus. 

“Oh, this is just ridiculous,” said Casper as they watched. 

“No!” Tor cried out at last.  With that, he flopped down with a ground-shaking 

thud.  “I'm no match for you, prince.  Take the princess and leave me in peace to 

mend my wounds.” 

Nolan took off his helmet, his sweaty blond hair sticking to his face.  He sheathed 

his sword with a proud grin.  Then he smiled over at the onlookers and held out a 

hand to Sophia.  

Casper looked down at his sister, who was smiling up at him, her eyes searching 

for approval.  He didn’t know what to say, so he simply leaned forward and kissed her 

forehead. 

Sophia hugged him, then Littagale and Opal, and ran across the cavern to Nolan.  

She leapt up to kiss him before looking at Tor. 

Tor lay on the floor with his tongue out, but he lifted his head to whisper, 

“Congratulations on your upcoming nuptials.”  With that, he rolled over to nap. 

Nolan looked back with a wave, took Sophia’s hand, and together they ran out of 

the lair. 

Casper sighed and ran a hand over his hair.  Then he looked at Littagale, who was 

facing him with an odd look, and he felt awkward all over again. 

Opal put a hand on each of their shoulders.  “Well, this calls for celebration.  You 

got anything to drink in this place?” 
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DEKE 

The Magic Potion 

 

Weddings were so not his thing, and now this was the second one he’d been to in 

Marshwood Castle.  Deke stood by the gift table, hoping to sneak something under 

his cloak when no one was looking. 



“I was at the bottom of the mountain when it happened,” the wedding band lutist, 

on break, was telling his friends.  “Prince Nolan charged right into the dragon’s lair, 

and it sounded like an epic battle! The prince finally wounded the beast, and that’s 

how he was able to rescue Princess Sophia!  It was truly heroic.  I’ve written a ballad 

about it that my band’s going to play right now.  You’ll love it!” 

His friends ooh-ed and aah-ed, and the lutist hurried to rejoin the band. 

“Heroic…” Deke rolled his eyes. 

This wedding’s been so weird, he thought.  The bride’s brother gives her away.  

They let in the common townspeople.  And who has a white rabbit as a ring bearer? 

The real reason for Deke’s sour mood was this:  In all these weeks, not a single 

prince had been able to rescue Littagale.  And apparently even Nolan hadn’t had the 

decency to rescue his own sister.  That would have been icing on Deke’s cake – killing 

the Marshwood prince to get at the Marshwood princess.  

But no, thought Deke in annoyance.  Instead I have to sit around this boring 

kingdom, waiting and waiting… 

“Hello, handsome,” said Princess Beauty as she sidled up to him. 

“Hello, Beauty… Oh, I see what you did there.  Clever.”  Deke gave her a fake 

smile and turned away to sulk and watch the dancers. 

Beauty stepped in front of him again.  She held out a goblet full of punch.  “Here, 

have a drink.  Maybe it’ll cheer you up.”  She leaned in to whisper conspiratorially, “I 

put a little something extra in it.”   

Deke looked at the goblet and took it from her, then gave the drink a sip.  He 

smacked his lips, testing the flavor.  “Not bad.  What is that?  Goolenberry rum?” 

“Nope.”  She flipped her golden curls.  “Guess again.” 

He made a face but took another drink.  “Tittle’s spirits?” 

“Nope!’ Beauty giggled.  “It’s a truth potion from my fairy godmother!” 

Deke spit the drink in a spray.  He wiped his mouth.  “What?!” 

Beauty’s smile was manic.  “Now you have to tell me the truth, no matter what I 

ask!” 



Deke looked at her with wide-eyed horror and meant to say, ‘I’m leaving, I don’t 

have time for your nonsense.’  What came out was, “Unfortunately, Beauty, I have 

nowhere else to be.  You can ask me anything you want.”  He made a face in horror. 

Beauty laughed and clapped her hands.  “Hmm.  First question:  Do you think 

Princess Littagale is prettier than me?” 

“Yes.” 

She made a squawking sound of displeasure and glared at him. 

“You asked.”  Deke took another drink and grinned at her. 

She thought a moment.  “Don’t you think it’s stupid how much Littagale loved 

shop class when we were in school?” 

“No.”  He was genuinely confused.  “Why shouldn’t she love shopping?  Don’t all 

you girls love shopping?”  

Beauty giggled.  “Not shopping class, Deke.  Shop class.   You know, like building 

stuff.  With your hands.”  She looked disgusted by the idea. 

“Oh,” said Deke.  “In that case, I don’t see the point.  We’re royalty – people build 

things for us.” 

“Exactly!”  Beauty squealed.  She stroked his arm.  “Oh, Deke, we’re so in sync.” 

“Ugh.  Beauty, the only thing I like about you is that you have a fairy godmother.  

I’ve always wanted one to do magic for me.” He rolled his eyes at the truth of this. 

Beauty tapped her chin in thought. “If we were married, what would you want her 

to do?” 

He meant to answer, ‘Nothing could make me marry you,’ but it turned into, “I’ve 

always thought my entrances are under-dramatic.  I’d like a spell that made something 

awesome happen whenever I enter a room.  Maybe my own theme song.”  

Oh, my stars, is there no way out of this? thought Deke in a panic as he looked 

around for an escape. 

Beauty was about to fire off another question when the newly married couple 

approached.  Nolan and Sophia were making rounds to see all their guests, and 

apparently Deke was next.  Deke had to admit Princess Sophia was quite lovely in her 

flowing white dress.  Nolan was dressed in the finest Marshwood-blue clothes Deke 

had ever seen. 



Deke stood a little taller to puff out his own chest.  “Nolan,” he managed to say as 

a civil greeting.  “I was invited, so I came.”  He made a face at this and glanced at his 

drink. 

Oh, well, he thought.  It’s the truth, but let’s just be glad I didn’t say worse. 

Nolan gave him a tense smile but shook his hand as if they didn’t hate each other.  

“Good of you to come, Deke.” 

Beauty took Deke’s arm and flat out ignored Nolan, probably in some girl-crazy 

scheme to make Nolan jealous even though she’d been the one to reject him months 

ago.  Deke tried to pull his arm free but realized he was stuck as Beauty chatted up 

Nolan’s new wife. 

“Oh,” Beauty was saying to Sophia, “it must’ve been simply dreadful to be trapped 

in that dragon’s dirty, old dungeon.”  

“It wasn’t so bad,” said Sophia as she took a drink from her glass.  “It stays pretty 

dry because Tor closes the roof door when it rains.” 

Nolan shot his wife a look. 

Sophia gasped and put a hand over her mouth. 

Deke looked at Sophia’s glass.  She was drinking the same punch Beauty had given 

Deke. 

She put the potion in everyone’s punch! thought Deke as he gaped. 

Suddenly, across the banquet hall, two lords started arguing.  On the other side of 

the room, the band stopped playing as the drummer suddenly stood and declared his 

love for the flutist.  A fistfight broke out between two knights stationed by the door.  

Several other voices rose around the tables as everyone started saying things they 

didn’t intend to say. 

“Of course I want to leave,” cried one little boy.  “I wanted to leave an hour ago!” 

“I only came for the cake!” a woman told her husband. 

“Why should we have to buy them gifts?” a man was saying.  “They’re royalty! 

What more could they possibly need?” 

“I have three pieces of silverware in my purse!” confessed a woman. 



Nolan turned in surprise to Deke.  “What’s going on?  I’m asking you because I 

think you’re most likely to be behind ruining my wedding.”  He realized what he’d 

said and made a face. 

“It wasn’t me.”  Deke pointed at Beauty.  “She put a truth potion in the punch.” 

Beauty gasped and punched Deke in the shoulder.  “How could you?!” 

Deke laughed and lifted his drink.  “How could I not?!” 

King Wesick and Queen Mattea walked by, arguing.  Both held glasses of punch. 

The queen stopped suddenly, and her gown twirled as she faced the king.  “What 

do you mean, you think the caterer’s shrimp are better than mine?” 

“I mean,” the king responded, “everyone would have food poisoning if you’d made 

them.”  He clapped a hand over his mouth, but too late. 

Queen Mattea looked like her feelings were hurt.  “Well…I love your beard!”  This 

apparently wasn’t what she’d meant to say, which angered her more.  “I think you’re a 

wonderful husband!”  She tried again.  “You’re a great king...  You’re a fantastic 

father…  Ugh!”  Out of frustration, she threw her drink in the king’s face.  She looked 

like she regretted it immediately, then started laughing. 

King Wesick wiped the red punch off his face and beard.  He looked at his wife 

and also started laughing.  “I love you too, dear.”  He spotted Nolan and Sophia.  

“Sorry about this, kids.  Any idea what’s going on?” 

Nolan crossed his arms.  “Oh, I know exactly what’s going on! This spiteful little-”  

he turned to point at Beauty, who’d slunk away during the commotion. 

Wow, thought Deke, I didn’t even see her go. 

“I wish I had a fairy godmother,” said Deke.  He made a face of regret. 

Nolan sighed and faced his father.  “We need to get rid of the punch.  I’ll explain 

on the way.” 

The royal family hurried away toward the drink table, leaving Deke to chuckle as 

he looked out over the banquet hall chaos. 

Then something clicked. 

What did Sophia say? he thought.  Something about the dragon closing a door in 

the roof when it rains?  Hmm.  That might be useful… 



Deke smoothed out his black suit and, with a wicked grin, left the world’s most 

honest wedding reception.    
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LITTAGALE 

The Trap 

 

A month passed with Opal in the dragon’s lair, but finally Opal grew tired of her 

vacation and decided to return home.  Nowadays, Nolan occasionally visited Littagale, 

but his duties as a new husband kept him busy.  Sophia was also busy settling into the 



mansion King Wesick had given them as a wedding present.  Casper had returned to 

Defendall to fill in their brother about Sophia’s marriage.  This left Littagale mostly 

alone with Tor, which wasn’t bad.  They hunted at night, flew over the sea every 

morning, and amused themselves in a hundred different ways during the days. 

However, despite this excitement, Littagale wondered more and more when her 

adventure would come to an end. 

I missed my own brother’s wedding, she thought.  I could’ve snuck out like that 

time we went to the tournament camp, but Nolan was right – someone would’ve 

recognized me at the wedding for sure. 

She scowled at the cavern floor. 

Opal’s lucky, she thought.  I don’t have the option of just going home.  I could say 

I saved myself and escaped, I suppose, but that lands me right back in the mess I was 

before – getting married off to some awful husband.  What am I to do? 

She’d tried not to think about Casper.  But the more she sat around, pondering life 

choices, the more she realized how devastating it would be to give up and leave with 

some other prince.  Her ring these days was almost constantly black. 

“It’s your move,” rumbled Tor’s voice. 

Littagale pulled out of her thoughts and returned to their game of tic-tack-toe on 

the cavern floor.  She sat on a lounge chair she’d brought out from the spa, and Tor 

lay on his belly across from her.  The dragon used a talon to scrape his X’s into the 

tic-tac-toe board; Littagale used a charred bit of wood to create her O’s. 

She looked at the game and saw that, no matter what, Tor would win with his next 

move.  “Oh, fine.”  She rubbed an O into the floor. 

Tor loudly scratched in his final X, then slashed across his row to complete his 

victory.  “Ha! I win again.” 

Littagale winced from the scratching noise but gave him a small smile.  

“Congratulations.” 

He looked at her a moment and flicked his ears.  “Are you as bored as I am? I 

keep hoping another prince will charge in.”  He glared over at the mountainside 

crevasse. 

She chuckled.  “You, Tor, are an action addict.” 



“Me?”  He pointed his tail at his chest in innocence.  Then he motioned towards 

her.  “What about you, Princess I-Prefer-To-Live-With-Dragons?” 

She chuckled again.  “You might have a point.” 

“Ha! I win again.” 

Littagale felt a drop of water on her head, and she looked up to see rain beginning 

to fall from gray clouds over the mountain.  “You’d better close the door.  I’ll go get 

firewood for myself.” 

Tor hummed with pleasure and reached over to yank his favorite contraption’s 

chain.  The door slammed shut overhead, leaving them in dim light.  Littagale headed 

for the crevasse exit, and she saw Tor begin his curling routine that meant he was 

settling down to sleep. 

Littagale emerged from the cave and stood on the forest path.  It was dark for that 

time of day, and she looked up to see storm clouds quickly rolling over the mountain.  

Raindrops were already falling on the leaves, and Littagale hurried farther along the 

trail to get wood as quickly as possible.  Most logs were already too wet to use, but she 

found a few dry ones under a pile. 

Behind her somewhere in the woods, a twig snapped.  Littagale clutched her logs 

and spun around, but she saw only the usual movement of branches in the wind.  She 

turned again to continue up the trail, and this time she was certain she saw movement 

ahead.  She ducked behind a moss-covered boulder and peeked out to see. 

Who is out here? she wondered.  Has a prince missed the crevasse and gotten lost? 

Suddenly the wind wafted to her nose an overpowering smell of cologne.  Littagale 

recognized the smell and gasped, then quickly turned to run back down the trail.  

With a shriek of surprise, she stopped immediately, dropping her firewood. 

Prince Deke Archwild stood on the path grinning at her.  A squad of black-

armored knights stood behind him, carrying torches that flickered in the rain.  There 

was nowhere to run. 

“Princess!” Deke called with his arms extended.  “I am here to rescue you!  Your 

prince has come!” 

Littagale turned in the other direction to run around the boulder, but here stood 

three more knights and a dark-haired, pale woman dressed in a slinky black dress that 

was not at all practical for a hike on the mountain. 



“Princess,” croaked the beautiful woman. 

Littagale’s eyes widened in surprise. 

A witch! she thought.  She must use some kind of spell that makes her beautiful.  

Oh, she’s Ingeborg the Black!  Why did Deke bring her here? 

Littagale backed away, but someone took hold of her arm from behind.  She 

turned with a start and saw Deke smiling down at her. 

Deke held her roughly by the arm and spoke to the witch.  “Lead the way, 

Ingeborg.  We must hurry before the dragon discovers us and comes to reclaim his 

prize.” 

Ingeborg the Black gave a beautiful-but-unsettling grin and turned to climb up 

Mount Shadow’s path.  The whole troop of Archwild knights started after her, and 

Deke pulled Littagale along.  By now it was raining hard, and the rocks were slick as 

they climbed.  Littagale struggled, but she knew there’d be no escape. 

“You’re not going to fight the dragon?” she asked Deke. 

He laughed at her over the pounding rain.  “I have a much better plan than that.” 

“But… But that’s what you’re supposed to do!” 

“Oh, come now,” Deke teased.  “Don’t you want a prince who’s more brains than 

brawn?” 

Yes, she thought, but you’re neither. 

Of course Deke thought he was both, and he laughed again as he pulled her up the 

mountain.  “None of the other princes were having any luck with the traditional 

approach, so I came up with a new strategy.  I learned about the dragon’s door that he 

closes over his lair when it rains, so it’s just been a matter of waiting for it to rain.  

Now, here we are.  How fortunate that Tor let you out to collect firewood!  

Obviously you were too scared to make a run for it, but now I’m here to help.” 

Littagale stumbled, but Deke held her upright and pulled her onward. 

Deke continued, apparently liking the sound of his own voice.  “No one in the 

history of this kingdom has been able to kill Tor the Intolerant, but to stop the dragon 

from coming after you – or from stealing any princesses ever again – I’m going to trap 

him in his lair!” 

Trap Tor? she thought.  Oh, no! 



Ingeborg turned and smiled at Deke.  “She’ll see for herself, prince.  No need to 

tell her our plans.” 

Deke made a face.  “Oh.  Sorry.  Was I monologuing again?” 

The witch continued on their way.   

Deke gave Littagale a nasty smile.  “Don’t worry, my pretty little princess.  The 

dragon won’t get you ever again.”  He touched her cheek.  “You’re all mine.” 

No, thought Littagale.  No… 

They arrived on the top of the mountain, and Littagale watched as the knights 

carried their torches to stand in a circle around the mountain peak.  The closed lair 

door lay in their circle’s center, and Ingeborg carefully stepped onto it.  The witch 

tested her weight on the solid wood, then smiled evilly at Deke where he stood a safe 

distance away, holding Littagale. 

Littagale struggled against him.  “You can’t do this!” 

Deke looked down at her with a scoff.  “What? Why not?” 

“He’ll be trapped!” 

“Uh, yeah, duh.  That’s the idea.”  Deke looked at his knights and made a face like 

Littagale was crazy. 

His knights laughed at her. 

But Tor will starve, thought Littagale in horror.  If he can’t get out, if he can’t 

fly… 

She opened her mouth to scream for Tor to wake up, but Deke clamped a hand 

over her mouth.  She struggled against him, but he held her fast. 

“Proceed, Ingeborg,” ordered Deke. 

The witch, standing on the center of the door, held out her hand.  A small, black, 

shiny stone lay in her palm.  She carefully set it down and then backed away.  She 

stepped off the door and walked to stand beside Deke and Littagale.  Then Ingeborg 

drew her wand and pointed it at the stone. 

Littagale watched with everyone else as the witch began casting her spell. 

The falling rain was loud, but suddenly Littagale heard a deep rumble.  Then she 

saw the stone start to jump and bump around on the wooden door.  An instant later, 



it grew to the size off a fist.  Then it was the size of a knight’s helmet.  Then it was the 

size of a horse.  It grew bigger and bigger and soon was large enough to cover the 

entire door and stand high into the air.  It finally stopped growing as the witch 

lowered her wand. 

Ingeborg sighed with pride.  “It’s done.  Let’s see the beast get out of that!” 

Littagale tried again to pull away from Deke, and he had to uncover her mouth to 

hold her.  She screamed over the rain and wind, “Tor!” 

“What is wrong with you?” Deke demanded. 

Suddenly, there was a loud thud against the door from below.  Tor roared in anger 

as he pushed against it, but the giant rock pinning the door didn’t even budge.  Spurts 

of fire shot up through the door cracks, causing knights to jump back, but even Tor’s 

biggest blast couldn’t break the barrier. 

“Ha!” Deke shouted in triumph. 

His knights all around cheered. 

Ingeborg looked proud of herself.  She put a hand on Deke’s shoulder.  “It’s time 

to show Marshwood that you’ve saved their princess and defeated the dragon at last!” 

Another boom hit the lair’s blockade as Tor tried again to break through. 

No, thought Littagale as tears began to fall on her cheeks.  This is all my fault! 

“Tor!” she screamed again helplessly. 

Deke smiled.  The storm whipped his cloak around him.  He held Littagale and 

motioned for his knights to follow as he started back down the mountain path. 

“Come, men!  I go to claim my prize!  I will marry this princess, and Marshwood 

will be ours!” 

The knights cheered again. 

“No!”  Littagale fought against him, looked back one last time to where Tor was 

trapped, but had no choice but be dragged down Mount Shadow.    
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NOLAN 

The Start of a War  

 

The royal hall was filled with shouts of anger.  Sophia, clutching Nolan’s hand 

where she sat beside him, was all that kept Nolan from rushing out on the floor and 

punching Deke in the face. 



Seated on their thrones, the King and Queen of Marshwood were doing a better 

job of keeping their composure than Nolan.  Lords and ladies sat on daises on either 

side of the thrones, and from here Nolan and Sophia watched the proceedings.  

Common townspeople lined the long hall, and knights stood as security.  Deke 

Archwild and his black-armored knights stood in the center of the aisle facing the 

king and queen.  Littagale, fortunately, had been spared all this and allowed to recover 

from her ordeal in her room. 

Deke was playing up the crowd.  “I expected a little more gratitude from my future 

in-laws!” he said with arms outstretched. 

Those loyal to him cheered and laughed.  Those loyal to Marshwood booed and 

shouted angrily at the prince. 

King Wesick held up a hand, and all silenced. 

“We are grateful to have our daughter returned safe and unharmed,” spoke the 

king.  “But you did not complete the task, Prince of Archwild.  As is custom, you 

should have fought the dragon to save our fair princess.  You cheated on that count.” 

Deke scoffed at this and again appealed to the crowd.  “Would you rather I’d left 

her with the dragon?” 

The crowd on his side agreed with him.  “No!” 

“You’re refusing me my prize because of a technicality?” 

“Boo!” they shouted.   

Nolan shouted, “You were a coward!”  before he could stop himself. 

The crowd hushed slightly.  Most looked where Nolan was seated.  Some 

townspeople murmured amongst themselves. 

Looking at Sophia, Nolan gave her a reassuring smile and stood from his seat.  He 

straightened his royal blue dress clothes and said loudly, “You all saw Prince Deke 

fight during the dragon training trials.  He lost to every prince he competed against.  

You think he did that because he was less of a warrior than the others?” 

“No!” shouted Deke’s faithful.  “He’s a champion!” 

“Then why did he lose?” Nolan shouted back. 

The crowd murmured and looked at each other, realizing this didn’t make sense. 



“I’ll tell you why,” Nolan went on.  “It’s because he lost on purpose.  He never 

wanted to fight the dragon.  He let other princes bravely march up Mount Shadow, 

and he never planned on doing it himself.” 

The crowd continued to murmur, realizing this was the only explanation. 

Deke tried to laugh.  “Well,” he squeaked.  He started to sweat. 

Nolan looked to his father, who nodded for him to continue.  Nolan looked back 

at Sophia with a smile.  “My wife was also Tor’s captive,” he reminded the crowd.  “It 

was she who gave Deke the information he needed to defeat the dragon.  Deke didn’t 

charge up Mount Shadow as a champion.  He learned how to defeat Tor because he 

got lucky.  And he didn’t even have the guts to go without his knights to protect 

him.” 

Deke’s face was bright red. 

The crowd turned on him, and they began shouting at him angrily. 

Deke glared at Nolan, who glared right back at him. 

“Irregardless!” Deke shouted. 

“That’s not a word!” yelled a little boy. 

Deke glared at the kid, then raised his hands to silence the crowd.  He pointed a 

finger at Nolan, then at the king and queen.  “I did defeat the dragon.  I did save your 

princess.  And I’m going to marry her.  And I will rule this kingdom!”  

One of his knights quickly whispered in his ear. 

Deke corrected himself.  “And she and I will rule this kingdom!” 

His knights cheered him and looked menacingly at the crowd, who shrank back. 

King Wesick looked evenly at Deke.  Then he shook his head.  “No, you will not.” 

Deke’s head looked like it was going to explode.  He pointed at the king again.  “If 

you refuse me, this means war!” 

The king sighed and looked at his wife, then his son. 

It’s come to this, thought Nolan.  But this is for Littagale.  Will dad go to war for 

Littagale?  

King Wesick rose from his seat and looked at the Prince of Archwild.  “Then leave 

my kingdom at once and prepare for war, Coward Prince.” 



Deke and his knights went into a fury at this, and the whole troop shook their 

fists.  But the Marshwood knights snapped into their offensive positions, and the 

black knights knew they were outnumbered here.  So did Deke, and with a final glare 

he turned to hurry out of the royal hall, harassed from either side by shouting 

townspeople. 

Nolan watched his father depart for the war room.  He turned to Sophia.  “Come 

on!” 

Taking her by the hand, Nolan hurried through the lords and ladies to follow after 

his parents.  The knights saw him and parted the crowds so they could hurry across 

the hall, and soon Nolan and Sophia found themselves standing in the royal war 

room. 

No king’s had to hold meetings in this room for decades, thought Nolan. 

A few servants were wiping dust off the large, round table in the center of the 

room.  Another dusted off the chairs while the royal family and the king’s advisors, 

commanders, and key knights waited.  A third servant was lighting the lamps around 

the walls. 

At last, King Wesick took his seat, and everyone picked a chair around the table. 

Nolan thought of his sister.  “Should someone get Littagale? She might know 

something that could help us.” 

Mattea nodded and motioned to one of the servants, who quickly went to the 

door. 

As the door opened to let the servant out, someone else ran in. 

“Casper!” shouted Sophia in surprise. 

Nolan was instantly glad to see his old friend, who’d been away in Defendall.  As 

Nolan looked at Casper’s expression, however, he knew something was wrong. 

“What is it?”  asked Nolan. 

Casper was fighting for breath.  He leaned over on his hands and shook his head 

at the departing servant.  “Don’t bother going to Littagale’s rooms.  She’s not there.” 

“What?” cried the king and queen. 

Casper recovered his breath and leaned against the back of a chair.  “I’d just 

returned and heard what happened.  I went up to Littagale’s room to talk to her, but 



she wasn’t there.  Then I heard a scream and looked out her window.  I saw that 

Archwild witch riding away with Littagale in tow on her horse.” 

“Ingeborg the Black?” asked Wesick. 

“Pretty sure, yeah.” 

Mattea put a hand to her mouth, tears welling in her eyes. 

Wesick pound a fist into the table.  “That Archwild brat might be more clever than 

we thought.” 

A knight faced Casper.  “You’re sure Ingeborg stole the princess? What if it was 

just a spell to look like Littagale so that we’d… so we’d…”  His logic stopped there. 

Casper shook his head.  “It was Littagale.  I’m sure of it.  I checked her room and 

found this.”  He held out his hand, and in his palm sat Littagale’s ring, turned 

perfectly clear now that it wasn’t on her finger. 

“Oh,” Sophia gasped.  She was crying.  “This is all my fault.  If I hadn’t blurted out 

about Tor’s door…” 

“It’s not your fault.”  Nolan put a hand on his wife’s back to comfort her. 

Wesick collected himself and stood from the table.  He looked at his commanders 

and knights.  “The King of Archwild will use this opportunity to start a war.  We must 

prepare to meet him and his army on the battlefield.”  He looked at his wife, then 

Nolan.  “But we cannot leave Littagale to be wed to that infernal prince in the 

meantime.” 

Nolan felt a swell of pride at his father.  “What do you want us to do?” 

Casper cleared his throat for their attention.  “Excuse me, sire.  I… Um.  I’d like 

to lead the rescue mission to save Deke from Littagale.”  He realized his mistake and 

corrected himself.  “I mean to save Littagale from Deke!” 

Nolan chuckled.  “If I know my sister, you might’ve been right the first time.” 

Sophia elbowed him in the side. 

King Wesick eyed Casper with approval.  He gave a nod and smirked.  “About 

time, prince.  You have my blessing.” 

Casper blushed.  He carefully tucked Littagale’s ring in his jerkin pocket. 



Mattea rose from the table to stand beside her husband.  “While you warriors plan 

the war here, the rest of us will leave to discuss this rescue mission.”  She looked at 

Casper, Nolan, and Sophia.  “I have an idea.  Prince Deke thinks he is clever, but so 

are we.  And he might have a witch, but we have considerable brute strength on our 

side.”  She winked. 

Nolan exchanged a look with his friend and his wife, and together they rose to 

follow Mattea out of the war room. 

“Great, Mom,” said Nolan eagerly, “so what’s the plan?” 

“First things first,” she answered as they rounded a corner in the hall.  “I have to 

use a queen’s greatest weapon.” 

“What’s that?” asked Nolan excitedly.  “A secret army?  Spies?  …Beheading?” 

“No.”  Mattea looked at him with a wink.  “I have letters to write.” 
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LITTAGALE 

The Highest Room in the Tallest Tower  

 

Ingeborg had cast a spell on their horses, and they’d run with incredible speed all 

the way to Archwild Castle in a single hour.  Deke and his entourage had arrived at 

nightfall, and Deke looked in on Littagale only long enough to gloat.  Now, Littagale 



sat on the single cot of her prison.  She’d been locked away in the highest room in the 

tallest tower. 

Now I get why princesses are supposed to hate this, she thought.  There’s no way 

I’m going to escape from here. 

She stood from her cot and walked across cold floorboards to look out the lone 

window.  Far below in the courtyard, knights were readying their horses for war.  The 

knights’ black armor made them look like ants so far below, and there were so many 

that Littagale lost count. 

In a very unladylike move, Littagale leaned her head out the window and spit, 

hoping she hit some knight below.  Then she walked back to her cot and lay down on 

the thin mattress and squeaky springs.  Absentmindedly, she massaged her finger 

where her ring usually was. 

I hope someone found the ring, she thought.  If they find it in my room, they’ll 

know I didn’t leave willingly.  Hopefully they can figure out how to come after me… 

She again thought of Tor, trapped in his own prison.  She tried not to cry. 

I’m sorry, Tor, she thought.  Who is going to rescue us now? 
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CASPER 

The Assault on the Castle  

 

Queen Mattea’s letters did their job.  Two former princesses read her message 

about Tor’s imprisonment and traveled to Marshwood at once to help their old 

protector.  Queen Udelene and Queen Gretchen were here now on the mountaintop 



with Mattea, Nolan, Casper, Sophia, and Opal.  The morning sun shone bright in the 

sky, but no one admired the scenery, as all were focused on their mission. 

“Come on, boys!” Opal was shouting.  “Put your backs into it!” 

Casper sucked in a breath and wiped sweat off his brow before getting back to 

work. 

He and Nolan were cranking the gears of a modified, oversized slingshot.  Queen 

Udelene, a brilliant special weapons engineer, had designed the slingshot just for this 

use.  The pouch of the slingshot was wrapped around the back of the giant boulder 

pinning the door of the lair.  On either side of the mountaintop, the rescue team had 

dug holes and dropped in the posts of the slingshot.  Long, rubbery bands stretched 

from either side of the pouch to either post, and gears on the posts drew the bands 

tighter and tighter as Nolan and Casper worked the cranks. 

“Almost there!” called Sophia as she watched the brace holding the boulder in 

place. 

They’d put a short beam in place to hold the giant rock until the bands were tight 

enough to launch the boulder, and Casper looked over to see that the brace was about 

to snap from the tension.  The bands wobbled with one final crank of the gears, the 

rock shook at its base, and suddenly the bracing beam snapped in half. 

With a deafening whooshing sound, the slingshot launched the boulder off the 

mountaintop. 

“There she goes!” yelled Opal. 

They all rushed to the edge of the mountaintop and watched as the giant boulder 

flew through the sky, over the forest, and into the land of Archwild on the far side of 

the mountain.  It fell true to Queen Udelene’s aim and crashed down into a 

watchtower standing on the border.  The crash of wood and cracking of rock could 

be heard even from their distance away.  

Nolan raised his fist in victory.  “Score one for Marshwood!” 

Suddenly, the door of the lair – now free of the blockade – flipped open.  Tor’s 

enormous head emerged first, then the rest of his body as he flew out.  His wings 

stretched wide, blotting out the morning sun.  He flew high before gliding around in a 

wide circle over the forest.  He let out one enormous roar and a burst of flame for 

show, and then he flew back to the mountaintop and alighted in front of them. 



“Oh, yes!” he said with a deep-throated chuckle.  “That feels good! I’m hungry 

enough to eat a whale!” 

Tor looked down at the humans and seemed to recognize his rescuers.  His ears 

flicked in surprise.  “Udelene?  Gretchen, is that you?” 

Casper looked back and saw Tor’s former houseguests smiling up at the dragon.  

Tor lowered his head with a fang-y smile, and the former princesses greeted him and 

stretched out hands to scratch under his scales.  He let out a moan of pleasure. 

Nolan coughed, “I hate to break up the reunion, Tor, but…” 

Tor lifted his head again and looked down at the prince.  “Yes, Baby Nolan?” 

Nolan harrumphed, which Casper thought sounded a lot like when Tor did it. 

Mattea stepped beside her son and looked up at the dragon.  “He’s right, Tor.  We 

need your help.”  Quickly she explained what had happened to Littagale. 

“Ingeborg the Black?!”  Tor asked in angry surprise.  “The witch who helped that 

Archwild knight kill my cousin Notch?  She’s the one who did this?” 

Queen Gretchen nodded up at him.  “Aye, one and the same.” 

Tor’s skin under his scales radiated heat, and he started pacing and growling angry 

mutterings aimed at the witch. 

Casper leaned to whisper to Nolan.  “Notch?” 

Queen Gretchen explained.  “He was the dragon of Archwild many, many years 

ago.  Notch had a missing scale on his chest that Tor told him repeatedly to get 

looked at, but Notch never did.  Ingeborg used her magic to find the dragon’s 

weakness, and she gave an Archwild knight a cursed spear that would go straight to 

the exposed flesh under the missing scale.  Notch was killed; the knight became king 

of Archwild.  That was Deke’s great-great-great… Well, an ancestor, anyway.” 

Steam shot out Tor’s nose as he faced the direction of Archwild, and he let out a 

long growl.  “And now this prince of Archwild has taken Littagale?!” 

Mattea nodded.  Concern for her daughter was clear on her face. 

Tor shot a flame out his mouth and growled.  “I’m going to barbecue this prince! 

I’ll rain fire upon Archwild Castle so that no stone remains unscorched!  All will 

cower before Tor the Intolerant! I-” 



Nolan rolled his eyes and interrupted, “Yes, that’s all well and good, but we have 

to save Littagale first.  We can’t destroy the castle while she’s in it.” 

Tor made a face.  “Oh.  Yes, I see your point.  But I’m not good with finesse.” 

Casper took a breath.  “That’s where I come in.  I’m going to sneak into the castle 

and find Littagale while you and Nolan create a diversion.” 

Tor thought about this.  “What kind of diversion? I haven’t gone on a proper 

rampage for decades.  I don’t want to look a fool – what do rampaging dragons do 

these days?” 

Nolan grinned but otherwise ignored the dragon, kissed his wife, and headed for 

the goblin armor he’d brought along.  “Casper, we need to get moving.” 

He’s right, thought Casper.  While we’re out here, Littagale is… 

Worried, he went to retrieve the bag of supplies Mattea had packed them.  Then 

he returned and faced the dragon.  “Tor, kneel down so we can mount up, would 

you?” 

Tor lowered his body to let Casper climb on his back.  A moment later Nolan 

clambered up, dressed in his golden goblin armor.  Both princes sat between the 

dragon’s wings, and Casper marveled at the beauty of Tor’s dark green scales catching 

the morning light. 

“You are considerably heavier than your sisters,” said Tor with a snort.  “Hold 

on.” 

Casper gripped tight as Tor started to move toward the edge of the mountain. 

“Good luck!” called Queen Gretchen. 

“Be careful!” called Sophia.  She had one arm around Mattea in a hug to comfort 

them both. 

 “Sock that Deke once for me, Nolan!” Opal shouted. 

Tor paused on the edge of the mountainside.  “What kind of diversion?”  he asked 

again.  He craned his neck to see the princes on his back. 

Nolan lowered his golden helmet’s visor.  “Tor, old boy, let’s go get you some 

cows!” 

 



A short time later, on the outskirts of Archwild Castle’s land, Casper and Nolan 

slid off Tor’s back and landed in the brush.  Tor lowered himself in the brush as 

much as he could, like a tiger hiding in grass.  Tor was by now full of cow, but the 

princes were starving, so they opened the bag of supplies to find what Mattea had 

packed for lunch. 

Nolan sniffed the open canteen.  “Ugh! Yep, Mom made this, alright.” 

Casper took a sniff.  It smelled like tomato soup, but that was a gracious 

comparison.  He quickly fastened the lid on the canteen and returned it to their pack, 

then strapped the pack over his back. 

Nolan continued to make a face as he blew the smell out of his nostrils.  Then he 

motioned for Casper to turn and see what they were dealing with.  Together, the trio 

looked out at the sunlit castle’s defenses. 

Along the high castle walls, ten archers faced their direction.  Down at the open 

drawbridge, five more guards paced on watch.  Outside the castle walls, fifty to a 

hundred soldiers were camped in Archwild-black tents.  The border of this camp was 

lined with wooden spears stuck into the ground to ward off attacking horses.  A few 

catapults were positioned along this border for additional defense.  Between the camp 

border and the trio’s position spread a long field, but Casper could still hear the 

ruckus of the camp. 

“That’s probably your best way in,” said Nolan as he pointed. 

 A servant’s entry in the castle wall stood open.  The bridge here was pulled back, 

but the moat was narrow and would be relatively easy to cross. 

Assuming there aren’t crocodiles, thought Casper. 

He checked the dagger tucked into his jerkin and pulled up his boots, getting ready 

to sprint across the field. 

Nolan was studying the scene.  “These soldiers must be all that’s left to defend the 

castle while King Archwild led the rest of the army to war.” 

Tor looked positively green behind the gills (this is just an expression, as dragons 

don’t have gills, but he looked pretty sickly).  “I’m not going to be able to contain 

my…excitement much longer.  Can we get on with this, please?” 

“Right.”  Nolan looked at Casper through his lowered visor.  “You ready?” 

Casper got into a crouched position.  “As I’ll ever be.” 



With a deep breath, Nolan stood in his golden armor and shouted, “For my sister 

and for Marshwood!  Ahhh!” and charged out into the open field. 

This drew the surprised attention of many Archwild soldiers, and men grabbed 

their weapons.  Commanders gave orders, and a handful of troops charged out to 

meet Nolan.  

Nolan met the first soldier in the middle of the field and made an impressive spin 

move, swiping with his sword to knock the soldier off his feet.  Two more soldiers 

met Nolan, but he dodged their swords and leaned back, sliding on his knees past 

them before coming around and taking them out as they turned.  Then three soldiers 

surrounded Nolan, but he swung and sliced and kicked and thrust his sword until 

they’d all fallen. 

An Archwild commander gave another order, and twenty more troops marched 

out to meet Nolan. 

 “Ha!” the commander laughed from behind the spear defenses.  “Impressive, but 

you’ll have to do better than that.  Are you all alone, fool?” 

Nolan held perfectly still on the field. 

The soldiers approaching grew nearer. 

Nolan turned and yelled back to Tor.  “Hello?! That’s your cue!” 

Tor started beside Casper.  “Oh.  Oops.” 

With a mighty roar, the dragon stood on his hind legs and beat his wings, rising 

into the air.  “I am Tor the Intolerant, and you will pay for taking my princess!” 

The soldiers marching toward Nolan slammed into each other in a halt.  Nolan 

raised his sword and charged, Tor flying right behind him.  The soldiers turned and 

ran back to their camp, but it was no use.  A stream of fire erupted from Tor’s open, 

roaring mouth, and flames caught the soldiers.  Most of them remembered what little 

training they’d had for such occasions and stopped, dropped, and rolled.  Nolan 

continued to charge, and the braver soldiers met him and fought while Tor swooped 

overhead again and again, shooting flames at the camp. 

Casper knew this was as good a diversion as he was going to get.  Jumping up, he 

ran at full speed across the open field.  He didn’t look at Tor’s attack as he focused on 

his destination, but he heard screams and war cries and the flapping of dragon wings.  

It sounded like a great battle was raging. 



Suddenly, right before Casper reached the castle moat, a loud rumble shook the 

air.  He knew what this meant and threw himself to the ground just as green gas 

fumes swept overhead.  He covered his face on instinct and stayed down.  A second 

later, the fumes igniting and became a cloud of flames, and Casper could feel the heat 

overhead.  The flames burned out the next instant, and Casper sat up to look around. 

The Archwild camp was charred and smoking.  A smoky mushroom cloud rolled 

overhead in the sky.  A few singed soldiers were doubled over, coughing and gagging.  

Most lay unconscious – from the fight, fumes, or fire, Casper didn’t know. 

One scorched soldier emerged out of the smoke.  He dragged his sword through 

the blackened dirt and wandered without watching his footing, only staring straight 

ahead.  He came to stand a short distance from Casper.  The man’s eyes were wide in 

horror. 

“What…”  Casper looked around.  “What happened?” 

The man shook his head.  “There’s no coming back from that.  I…  I surrender.”  

With that, the man fell over in a faint. 

Casper looked up and saw Tor fly overhead.  Riding on the dragon’s back, Nolan 

waved his sword at the few remaining soldiers below, his golden armor reflecting the 

sunlight.  A little burst of green gas lifted Tor’s tail, and the gas went up in a burst of 

fire as the dragon flew on. 

Casper had to chuckle. 

They’re doing their job, he thought.  Time for me to do mine. 

He stood, adjusted the pack on his back, drew his dagger, and faced the castle wall.  

He hopped the narrow moat and held his breath, but the moat apparently was 

crocodile-free.  Hurrying to the open servant’s entry, Casper stepped through the 

doorway into the castle.  
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LITTAGALE 

The Cursed Lock  

 

As soon as Tor attacked, Deke and his witch relocated Littagale to a more secure 

dungeon under the castle.  Here now, Littagale stood in a dark prison cell and heard 

booms and explosions above. 



“What’s going on?” she demanded. 

Deke, prepared in his black armor, leaned on the wall outside her prison cell.  He 

was biting his nails through his open helmet visor. 

“Deke!” she screamed at him. 

He snapped, “What?! We’re not even married yet, and you have to nag me every 

second?” 

A black knight ran down the stairs into the dungeon.  “My lord, our forces are 

defeated! The dragon is circling above.  I think he’s trying to land inside the castle 

walls!” 

Deke paled.  “This isn’t supposed to be happening!  I trapped that dragon!  You 

saw it!” 

The knight nodded.  “Just the same, my lord, Tor the Intolerant has come for his 

princess.”  He glanced past Deke at Littagale.  “Maybe we should give her back, my 

lord.” 

“No!  I won!  I won fair and…”  Deke wavered.  “Well, not so fair and square, but 

I won!”  He glared at Littagale. 

She crossed her arms and glared back. 

Deke growled and told his knight, “I’ll never let her be rescued!  Get back up there 

and do your job!  You have to find a way to take that dragon down once and for all!  

Where is Ingeborg?” 

“I’ll find her, my lord.”  The knight bowed in his armor and then ran back up the 

stairs. 

Deke ran a hand over his helmet and started pacing. 

Littagale smirked at him.  “Nervous to face my dragon?” 

Deke sneered.  “He can’t get you down here.” 

That’s true, she thought with a shiver. 

Suddenly, she heard steps descending the stairs again.  She looked up expecting the 

knight, but instead she saw a man wearing a purple jerkin. 

“Casper!” she called in surprise. 



Deke stepped in front of her cell so she had to look around him to see her would-

be rescuer. 

“Oh,” Deke scoffed.  “Prince Defendall finally gets in on the action.  You think 

you can defeat me and take my prize? What, you want to be king too?” 

Casper ignored all this and demanded, “Is the lady safe?” 

Littagale felt her heart flutter. 

That’s the same thing Dad asked when he rescued Mattea! she thought with a 

smile.  Of course Casper doesn’t care about inheriting my kingdom.  He’s here for me!  

He cares about me.  …Does he love me after all?  

Deke drew his sword.  Casper drew a dagger. 

Deke laughed.  “You don’t honestly think you’re going to defeat me with that 

puny thing?  Me, the champion of the last three tournaments?” 

Casper shrugged.  “Stranger things have happened.  I’ve heard a rabbit talk.  

Earlier today a queen built a weapon that launched a cursed boulder off a 

mountaintop.   My best friend is now my brother-in-law, and he’s wearing enchanted 

goblin armor, riding a toxic dragon as we speak.”  He brandished his dagger.  “I’m 

feeling pretty good about my chances.” 

Deke growled and lunged with his sword.  Casper reacted just in time and used his 

dagger to parry the slicing attack.  Because the dungeon was so narrow, neither prince 

had much room to maneuver, and with each swing of his sword Deke found himself 

having to pull up so as not to run into the wall.  Casper’s smaller dagger gave him 

more maneuverability, but it wasn’t much good against Deke’s armor.  They jabbed 

and slashed at each other, hitting the walls of the dungeon more often than each 

other. 

“Hold still!” Deke shouted in exasperation. 

Casper used his dagger to bonk against Deke’s helmet.  “Set-”  another bonk “-

Littagale-”  another bonk “-free!” 

“Arrrrh!”  Deke threw down his sword and charged Casper, ramming him into the 

dungeon wall. 

The princes fell in a crash and wrestled on the ground.  Casper’s pack fell off and 

flopped open.  Deke got his gloved hands around Casper’s neck and started to 

squeeze. 



“Casper!” Littagale shouted.  She looked around her cell for anything to use as a 

weapon, but there weren’t even loose stones to throw at Deke. 

Casper stretched a hand toward his pack.  Inching his fingers, he finally grabbed 

the canteen that lay inside.  He used his thumb to pop the top off the canteen, then he 

whipped the canteen across Deke’s helmeted face.  The contents of the canteen 

splashed free, and the drippy goop ran down into his open visor.  It looked like 

tomato soup. 

Immediately, Deke let out a gagging sound and fell off of Casper.  He rolled 

around in his armor and finally got to his feet, then hunched over.  Deke reached to 

pull off his helmet, but all the action had broken the clasp so that it was stuck on his 

head.  He stood and looked at Casper in disgust and fear, his eyes wide as he spit the 

liquid that still dripped down his face.  

“What is this?” he yelled between gags and spits.  “Did you poison me?!” 

He started dancing around as the soup dripped farther down into his armor, and 

little squirts of the soup came out the gaps in the armor. 

“Oh, ew!  Oh, this smells horrible!  What have you done to me?”  With another 

gag, Deke turned and ran up the stairs.  “Someone help!  I’ve been poisoned!  

Ingeborg!” 

When Deke was gone, Casper caught his breath a moment.  Then he hurried to 

the prison cell and pulled on the bars.  He next looked at the lock and tried to get it 

loose. 

“It’s no good,” Littagale told him quickly.  “Ingeborg put a spell on the lock.  It’s 

cursed or something.” 

Casper gave up on the lock and held her hands through the bars.  “Are you okay? 

Have they hurt you?” 

“I’m fine.  –How did Tor get free?  He brought you?” 

“Yeah.  Tor has your mother to thank for the rescue.  We’ll explain later.” 

“Who else is with you?” 

“I’m afraid it’s just Tor, me, and Nolan.  They made a distraction while I snuck in 

here to find you.  Tor’s amazing, by the way.  And Nolan is a way more impressive 

warrior than I ever imagined.” 



Littagale rolled her eyes.  “Oh, yeah.  That has nothing at all to do with the 

enchanted goblin armor.” 

Suddenly, a loud rumble shook the dungeon.  Dirt fell from the ceiling. 

Littagale winced.  “What was that?” 

“Don’t know.”  Casper was looking at the ceiling, apparently willing it to stay put.  

“My guess is Deke found Ingeborg and they’re fighting Tor.” 

Littagale grabbed the prison bars with a useless pull.  “Casper, if they don’t let me 

out of here…” 

Another rumble shook the dungeon, and this time a crack split the wall outside her 

cell. 

Casper tried to look calm for her sake.  “I’m going to find that witch and make her 

let you out of here.  I’ll be right back.” 

“Okay.  Please, be careful.”  Littagale gulped.  “And, Casper, just in case… I love 

you.” 

His eyes widened in surprise, then he smiled.  “I love you too.”  He chuckled.  

“You know, we could’ve saved everyone a lot of trouble if we’d figured this out 

sooner.” 

She smiled with a guilty face.  “True… But I wasn’t ready to-” 

“I know.  Me either.”  Standing against the bars, Casper leaned his head through 

and kissed her sweetly.   

Littagale found herself smiling as she kissed him back. 

When their lips parted, they both looked down at the cursed prison lock. 

Nothing happened. 

“Rats,” said Casper.  “I was really hoping she put some kind of true love’s kiss 

spell on the lock.” 

Littagale sighed.  “You hear about these things, but they never work when you 

need them.” 

Casper squeezed her hand one last time.  “I’ll hurry back.”  Then he ran back out 

of the dungeon, up the stairs, and disappeared. 



Alone in the dungeon now, Littagale took a breath and shivered.  Another loud 

rumble shook the dungeon, and she ducked as a chunk of the ceiling fell right beside 

her. 

Casper might not have time before this whole place caves in, she thought.  Never 

hurts to have a Plan B.  Okay.  What can I do?  Those prison bars aren’t coming 

loose.  That lock isn’t opening anytime soon.  If I can’t get out that way… 

She studied the back wall of her cell.  It was made of small stones but mostly dirt.  

Whoever’d built the castle hadn’t set a very good foundation.  The beam supporting 

the prison cell’s ceiling looked strong enough, but the wall itself… 

Littagale walked to where an old cot had fallen apart.  She examined the wood and 

metal frame, found a weak spot, and kicked to snap the wood in half.  She picked up 

the piece she wanted and found that the metal of the corner post would work 

perfectly as a digging tool. 

I’m no damsel in distress, Deke, she thought defiantly.  Time to save myself. 
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DEKE 

The Fall of Archwild  

 

“Get him!” Deke shouted at Ingeborg.  “Here he comes from the left!” 

He’d stripped off his armor full of disgusting liquid and now only wore his 

underwear – there’d been no time to change.  He stood now with the witch on the 



ramparts over the drawbridge.  All of his knights were either dead, missing, or had 

fled.  The cowards.  Now it was up to him and Ingeborg to save his father’s castle. 

Ingeborg, dressed as beautifully as ever, appeared a little peeved.  “My lord,” she 

said, “if I remove many more stones, the tower will fall!” 

Deke looked over at the tallest tower of the castle.  Ingeborg’s magic had pulled 

out many of the giant stone blocks and hurled them at the dragon.  Even Deke could 

tell that the removed pieces had been vital to the integrity of the tower’s construction. 

“It doesn’t matter,” he insisted.  “That old tower needed torn down anyway.” 

A deafening roar filled the air as the dragon came around for another pass.  A 

burst of flame erupted from his open mouth.  

“Do it!” Deke shouted. 

Ingeborg scowled but lifted her wand and pointed at the tower.  Another block 

shook loose, and she waved her wand over to the charging dragon.  The rock flew 

through the air with precise aim, but Tor dodged with a roll to the side before zipping 

past at incredible speed.  A deafening noise and a plume of green gas were left in the 

dragon’s wake, and an instant later the entire cloud caught fire. 

Deke shrieked and fell over on his backside, and even Ingeborg dropped to her 

knees to avoid the fire.  Still, they both were sweating from the heat. 

“Woo-hoo!” shouted Nolan from where he rode the dragon.  “This is way better 

than jousting! Sorry, Deke, but…” 

Whatever else he said was lost as the dragon flapped his wings and started to turn 

for another pass. 

Deke growled and got up, glaring at Ingeborg.  She stood glaring at him and 

brushed dirt off her dress. 

“Hey!” someone yelled from the end of the ramparts. 

Deke looked around Ingeborg and saw Casper running towards them.  With a 

yelp, Deke grabbed Ingeborg to use as a shield.  Ingeborg glared at him all the more 

and struggled to get free. 

“He’s the one who tried to poison me!” Deke told her as he peeked around her.  

“Hit him with a rock!  Quick, before he gets too close!” 

Ingeborg’s witchy voice shouted back at him, “Are you crazy!  If I-” 



“Do it!” 

Deke grabbed for her wand.  Ingeborg fought against him, but Deke was too 

strong for her.  He squeezed her hand so that her wand pointed at the tower again.  A 

swell of magic passed from Ingeborg, through the wand, and shot at the tower. 

Deke held Ingeborg’s hand around the wand and watched as another block shook 

loose.  Then he swung her and the wand so that her magic threw the rock through the 

air.  The rock slammed into the ramparts right where Casper was running.  Only then 

did Deke release Ingeborg, and he watched Casper in satisfaction. 

Casper’s eyes widened in fear as the rocks under him started to crumble and fall.  

Soon that whole section of the ramparts collapsed, and Casper was thrown into the air 

and over the side of the castle wall. 

“Ha!” Deke shook his fist in triumph. 

Ingeborg whirled around and snarled at him.  “You idiot prince! You’re no smarter 

than your father! We were supposed to be the future!  Now look what you’ve done!” 

Deke heard a great rumble of stones and turned just in time to see the old tower 

collapse.  It swung one way, then the other, and at last it toppled like a domino into 

the neighboring part of the castle.  That part of the castle broke apart and crashed 

down on its neighboring tower, and the destruction continued all the way around the 

castle.  Finally, the ramparts Deke and his witch stood upon began to crumble. 

Deke looked at Ingeborg.  “Oops.” 

She flew at him in a rage just as the ramparts collapsed, and they fell together as 

the castle’s destruction was complete. 
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NOLAN 

The Un-Armored Hero 

 

Nolan, riding on Tor, saw all of this.  As Tor flew over the castle once more, they 

looked down at the settling ruins and tried to find any sign of life. 



“Casper!” Nolan shouted over the side of the dragon.  He’d never felt this level of 

despair, but he tried to be brave and focus on hope. 

“There!” yelled Tor. 

Without warning, the dragon tilted and flew with incredible speed toward the 

ground.  They landed with a lurch, and Nolan half-fell, half-dismounted off the 

dragon’s back.  The next second, Tor rose into the air again. 

“I’ll search for Littagale!” he called before flapping his wings and flying back over 

the castle. 

Nolan threw his helmet on the ground to see better, but it was hard to orient in all 

the debris.  Huge clumps of castle lay scattered over the field, and the charred remains 

of Tor’s earlier work left a thick layer of black dirt everywhere.  Nolan saw a ring of 

water where the moat used to surround the castle wall, and that’s when he saw his 

friend lying where he’d fallen. 

“Casper!”  Nolan ran through the debris and landed on his knees beside his friend. 

Casper’s eye fluttered open, and he reached to hold the back of his head.  “Oh, 

ouch.”  

Nolan sat back in relief.  “You had me worried with that fall.  And then all those 

falling rocks… You’re lucky.” 

“I am not your pet rabbit.”  Casper, with Nolan’s help, rose to his feet to survey 

the scene.  His eyes widened. 

Nolan also looked at the fallen castle.  He turned with worry to his friend.  

“Littagale?” 

“She was trapped in the dungeon.  That witch put a spell on the lock, so I couldn’t 

get Littagale out.  That’s why I was trying to get to Ingeborg when…”  Casper 

motioned to the fallen castle wall. 

Nolan retrieved his helmet and looked up in the sky, searching for the dragon.  

“Did you see which way Tor went?  He was going to do another flyover in hopes of 

spotting Littagale.” 

Casper now looked in the sky too, and they turned around and around, peering up 

at the sky. 

Suddenly, Tor appeared from the fields on the far side of Archwild Castle.  He 

descended toward them quickly, and Nolan saw Littagale’s limp body in his clutches. 



Casper gasped. 

Tor landed on his hind legs, still holding Littagale.  “Climb on,” he ordered the 

princes.  “Hurry.  We have to get her home.” 

“Is she hurt?” asked Nolan as he ran forward. 

Tor laid his ears flat back on his head.  “How should I know? I’m a dragon, not a 

doctor!  Let’s go!” 

Nolan and Casper obeyed without further questions.  Together they climbed onto 

Tor’s back, held on, and nervously waited as the dragon flapped his wings and rose 

into the air again. 

Please, be okay, Littagale, thought Nolan.  Please, be okay. 

 

It seemed to take forever to get back to Marshwood.  Tor insisted that they keep 

up the charade for all their sakes, so he stealthily dumped Nolan and Casper in the 

meadow on the edge of the forest.  Nolan and Casper barely managed to lie flat in the 

grass to hide before all the princes from the tournament camp came riding out to 

charge the dragon. 

“Foul beast, release the princess!” one shouted. 

Tor roared at them with a spray of fire, but he didn’t waste time fighting.  He 

tucked Littagale safely in his paw and rose into the air.  Flapping over the forest, he 

flew up Mount Shadow back to his lair. 

That’s where Mom and Sophia will be waiting, thought Nolan.  They’ll be able to 

take care of Littagale, if anyone can. 

The tournament princes all turned to ride across the field after the dragon. 

When the coast was clear, Nolan and Casper popped up and ran across the 

meadow in the same direction as everyone else.  They were only halfway across the 

field when the armored princes reached the forest trail, dismounted, and began 

running up the mountainside.   By the time Nolan and Casper reached the forest they 

were sweaty and exhausted, but they hurried on and climbed the mountain trail to the 

lair.  Finally, they reached the crevasse entrance. 

“Unhand her or I will cut you down, fiend!” one prince was shouting inside the 

lair. 



“No, I will cut you down!” shouted another. 

“You had your turn, Riddick!  It’s my right to-” 

The princes started arguing amongst themselves. 

Casper scowled and led the way inside. 

Running into the lair’s main cavern, Nolan found a half dozen princes in brightly 

polished armor.  All were arguing amongst themselves, somehow forgetting the 

dragon.  Tor had an elbow bent and was resting his head on his paw, watching the 

princes with an annoyed expression.  Then Nolan saw Littagale, who lay unconscious 

on the cavern floor right beside the dragon.  Beyond the dragon, on the far side of the 

cavern, Nolan saw his mother and Sophia peeking out of the Princess Cave.  Mattea 

put a finger to her lips to signal Nolan to be quiet. 

Nolan looked at Casper, who’d evidently noticed all this too.  Casper looked 

equally confused.  And equally frustrated. 

 “I’m the bravest one here!” Prince Como was arguing.  His cherry red armor 

didn’t have a scratch on it.  “Let me fight him!” 

“No, I’m the bravest!” shouted another. 

Nolan rolled his eyes, then examined the old mural of charred princes on the wall.  

He raised an eyebrow at Tor.  “Anything left in the tanks, buddy?” 

Tor let out a huff.  “Unfortunately, no.” 

Prince Como turned to Nolan.  “What are you talking about?  Get out of here, 

Nolan!  One of us deserves to save your sister!” 

“That’s it!”  Suddenly Casper, his jerkin covered in dirt and tomato soup splashes, 

pushed his way through the princes and faced Tor.  “I…”  He cleared his throat.  

“I’m Casper Defendall, and I’m here to rescue the princess!”   

Riddick waved for him to get back.  “Don’t be crazy, Casper!  He’ll melt you 

where you stand!  At least get a weapon!” 

Casper faced Tor and stood his ground. 

Tor’s face twitched as he tried not to smile.  He tiled his head ever so slightly and 

looked down at Littagale. 

Nolan watched with surprise as his sister secretively opened one eye and winked 

up at the dragon. 



Huh, thought Nolan.  How about that… 

Tor spun back around and rose on his hind legs, spreading his wings in one 

magnificent, fluid motion.  “You’ll have to fight me for her, prince!” 

The faux-hero princes gasped, and they bumped into each other as they turned to 

flee back out the way they’d come.  Nolan took a step away from the exit and leaned 

coolly against the wall to let them pass.  When they were gone, he smiled at his friends 

and took a grand bow before turning to leave. 

Loud enough for the other princes to hear, he called back over his shoulder, “Get 

ready for the fight of your life, hideous dragon!  No one defeats Prince Defendall!” 
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LITTAGALE 

The End of the Adventure  

 

While Tor raged around the lair in his solo mock-battle, Casper hurried over to 

Littagale.  She smiled at him and sat up, dusting off her grimy hands.  Casper knelt 



beside her and looked her up and down like he was inspecting for injuries.  She’d 

never seen him this worried. 

“Are you okay?” he asked. 

“I’m fine.  I must’ve hit my head, but I woke up as Tor was flying into the lair.”  

She smiled back at him.  “Sorry for all the theatrics, but when those princes showed 

up…” 

Casper let out a sigh of relief.  “What happened to you?” 

“After you left to find Ingeborg, I started digging my way out of the prison cell,” 

she told him.  “Turns out the ground was pretty soft, so I dug a tunnel up to the 

surface outside the castle walls.  I’d just made it out when the whole castle started 

coming down.  I ran into the field to avoid getting hit, but a rock got me.”  She patted 

a sore spot on her head. 

Casper took her hand.  “I’m so sorry I couldn’t save you.” 

“At least you tried.”  Then she looked to where Tor was throwing himself around 

the cavern and making enough noise to put on a grand show for the princes listening 

outside.  “And you’re doing an excellent job of saving me right now.” 

Casper laughed and looked over at the dragon.  Then he remembered something 

and fished into his jerkin pocket.  When he pulled his hand out again, he had her ring.  

He held it for her to slip on and said, “Will you… Rats – I’m asking you to marry me 

with your own ring! I just realized how lame that is.  I’m not that cheap, I swear.  I 

really should have bought something-” 

Littagale laughed and stretched out her finger.  Casper took her hand and slid the 

ring on.  Immediately the stone started glowing bright, radiant purple. 

Casper made a face as he looked down at the ring.  “What does purple mean?” 

She smiled.  “I wondered about that too, but I think I figured it out.”  She reached 

for his face.  “It means I’m in love.  Of course I’ll marry you.” 

Casper smiled back at her and leaned in to give her a kiss. 

“Yes!” exclaimed a happy, chipper little voice. 

Littagale stopped kissing Casper and looked over to see Sophia holding Lucky.  It 

was hard to tell which of them had made the happy remark.  Then Littagale saw her 

stepmother come to stand beside Sophia, tears of joy in her eyes. 



Casper helped Littagale off the floor, and together they hurried to stand in a happy 

circle with Mattea and Sophia.  Tor still thrashed around the lair, so they were careful 

to stay clear. 

Mattea hugged Littagale and whispered, “I’m so proud of you.” 

Littagale laughed.  “For what, saying yes?” 

Mattea looked at her and smoothed back a piece of Littagale’s hair.  “For standing 

up for yourself and being true to yourself – which I realize sounds cheesy, but it’s 

important.  This whole adventure, you’ve impressed me at every turn.” 

“Thanks, Mom.”  Littagale smiled back. 

Finally, with a great roar, Tor thudded down on the floor of the cavern.  “I 

surrender!  Just take her and go!” 

Mattea smiled at Littagale and whispered, “Go.  Sophia and I will stay here until 

the princes leave.  I promised Tor I’d make him pork kabobs.” 

“What?” cried Littagale.  “Mom, that’s…mean.  After all he’s done for us.” 

Mattea crossed her arms.  In a loud whisper, she insisted, “Is this about my 

cooking again?  It can’t be that bad.  Tor loves my cooking – that’s what I did for him 

as payment when I stayed here.  Tor, tell them!” 

Tor lifted his head from playing dead and agreed quickly, “Your mother is the best 

cook I’ve ever had the privilege to know.” 

Mattea looked satisfied.  She smiled at Littagale and then turned to lead Sophia 

into the Princess Cave.  Sophia shrugged and hurried to follow.  Lucky hopped along 

behind them.   

Littagale looked at Casper, and together they walked to Tor’s giant face.  Littagale 

bent over to kiss his scaly nose. 

“Thank you for a wonderful adventure,” she whispered. 

Tor winked at her.  “You are my one hundred and fifteenth princess, Littagale.  

And I have to say, you’re one of my favorites.  Come back and visit anytime.”  He 

glanced back at the Princess Cave.  “And don’t tell your mother, but she really is a 

terrible cook.” 

Littagale chuckled and motioned that her lips were sealed.  Then she smiled at 

Casper, took his hand, and walked out of the dragon’s lair.  
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The Happily Ever After  

 

This is where our story comes to an end.  You should know that King Wesick and 

the Marshwood army easily won the war.  King Archwild and his knights returned 

home to find their castle in ruins.  Soldiers who’d guarded the castle seemed to have 

gone mad, saying something about a farting dragon and a golden prince who rode the 



beast.  The soldiers also reported that Deke and Ingeborg the Black had died in the 

collapse of the castle, and King Archwild felt somewhat relieved by this.  Now free of 

the burdens of rule, he chose to retire and live out his remaining days fighting trolls. 

King Wesick and his knights returned triumphantly just in time to celebrate the 

wedding of Littagale and Casper.  It was a grander wedding than all the weddings 

before, and Beauty was not invited.  (Beauty, in mourning for Deke, began wearing all 

black.  Remembering fondly Deke’s love of magic, she went a little nuts and 

imprisoned her fairy godmother, making the poor woman perform all kinds of spells.  

Beauty became Beauty the Black after that…but that’s a whole other story.) 

Littagale and Casper were given their own wing of the castle, and Littagale oversaw 

magnificent renovation projects.  Casper found that he didn’t mind at all living with 

the in-laws, and King Wesick did everything he could to prepare Casper for being 

king someday.  The other princes were in awe of Casper after he defeated Tor the 

Intolerant without even a single weapon, and legend of that final battle spread across 

the kingdom so that Marshwood’s townspeople loved their future king.  Littagale was 

quite proud of Casper’s fame, although Nolan joked Casper was now a great trophy 

husband. 

Nolan and Sophia soon announced that Wesick and Mattea would be 

grandparents.  Nolan opened a petting zoo in Marshwood, and many talking animals 

were invited to live in luxury while also being free to come and go as they pleased.  

Lucky worked as animal head of the zoo.  He took a wife and became the father of 

fifty-seven adorable bunnies. 

As for Tor, he thought it best to lie low for a while and take a break from rescuing 

princesses.  The Marshwood royal family visited often, and they remained close for 

generations to come.  Whenever it rained, Tor still enjoyed closing his door, and in 

this way he very much lived happily ever after.  After a decade or so, however, Tor 

grew restless and began his search for a one hundred and sixteenth princess in need of 

rescue. 

Know anyone to recommend? 

 

The End 
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